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Record No. 3994 
In the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
at Richmond 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, EX REL., 
F. C. JOYNER, JR., COMMISSIONER OF 
THE DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
v. 
JAMES EDWARD WILLIS 
FROM THE HUSTINGS COURT OF 1'HE Cl'J."Y OF ROANOKE. 
RULE 5 :12-BRIEFS. 
~5. NuMBER oF CoPrns. Tweuty-:five copies of each brief shall 
be filed with the clerk of the Court, and at least three copies 
mailed ur delivered to opposing counsel on or before the day 
on which the brief is filed. 
§6. S1zE AND TYPE. Briefs shall be nine inches in length and 
six inches in width, so as to conform in dimensions to the 
pri.J1ted record, 1:111d shall be printed in type not Jess in size, as 
to height and width, than the type in which the record is 
printed. The record number of the case and the names and 
addresses of counsel snbmitting the brief shall be printed on 
the front cover. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
Court opens at 9 :30 a. m.; Adjourns at 1 :00 p. m. 
194- VA2J() 
RULE 5 :12-BRIEFS 
§_I. F orm and Contents of Appellant's Brief. The opening brief of appellant shall 
contam: 
(a) A subject index and table of citations with cases alphabetically arranged. The 
citation of Virginia cases shall be to the official Virginia Reports and, in addition, 
may refer to other reports containing such cases. 
(b) A brief statement of the material proceedings in the lower court, the errors 
assigned, and the questions involved in the appeal. 
(c) A clear and concise statement of the facts, with references to the pages of 
the printed record when there is any possibility that the other side may question the 
statement. When the facts are in dispute the brief shall so state. 
(d) With respect to each assignment of error relied 011, the principles of law, the 
argument and the authorities shall be stated in one place and not scattered through 
the brief. 
(e) The signature of at least one attorney practicing in this Court, and his address. 
§2. Form and Contents of Appellee's Brief. The brief for the appellee shall con-
tain: 
(a) A subject index and table of citations witl1 cases alphabetically arranged. Cita-
tions of Virginia cases must refer to the Virginia Reporls and, in addition, may refer 
to other reports containing such cases. 
(b) A statement of the case and of the points involved, if the appellee disagrees 
with the statement of appellant. 
(c) A statement of the facts which are necessary to correct or amplify the state-
ment in appellant's brief in so far as it is deemed erroneous or inadequate, with ap-
propriate references to the pages of the record. 
(d) Argument in support of the position of appellee. 
The brief shall be signed by at least one attorney practicing in this Court, giving 
his address. 
§3. Reply Brief. The reply brief (if auy) of the appellant shall contain all the 
authorities relied on by him not referred to in his openiog brief. In other respects 
it shall conform to the requirements for appellee's brief. 
§4. T ime of Filing. As soon as the estimated cost of printing the record is paid 
by the appellant, the clerk shall forthwith proceed to have printed a sufficient number 
of copies of the record or the designated parts. Upon receipt of the printed copies 
or of the substituted copies allowed in lieu of printed copies under Rule 5 :2, the 
clerk shall forthwith mark the filing date on each copy and transmit three copies of 
the printed record to each counsel of record, or notify each counsel of record of the 
filing date of the substituted copies. 
(a) The opening brief of the appellant shall be filed in the clerk's office within 
twenty-one days a-fter the date the printed copies of the record, or the substituted 
copies allowed under Rule 5 :2, are fi led in the clerk's office. The brief of the ap-
pellee shall be filed in the clerk's office not less than twenty-one days, and the reply 
brief of the appellant not less than two days , before the first day of the session a t 
which the case is to be heard. 
(b) Unless the appellant's brief is filed at least forty-two days before the be-
ginning of the next session of the Court, the case, in the absence of stipulation of 
counsel, will not be called at that session of the Court; provided, however, that a 
criminal case may be called at the next session if the Commonwealth's brief is filed at 
least fourteen days prior to the calling of the case, in which event the reply brief for 
the appellant shall be filed not later than the day before the case is called. This para-
graph does not extend the time allowed by paragraph (a) above for the fi ling of the 
appellant's brief. 
(c) Counsel for opposing parties may fi le with the clerk a written s tipulation 
changing the time for filing briefs in any case; pl'Ovided, however, that all briefs 
must be filed not later than the day before such case is to be heard. 
§S. Number of Copies. Twenty-five copies of each brief shall be filed with the 
clerk of the Court, and at least three copies mailed or delivered to opposing counsel on 
or before the day on which the brief is fi led. 
§6. Size and Type. Briefs shall be nine inches in length and six inches in width, 
so as to conform in dimensions to the printed record, and shall be printed in type not 
less in size, as to height and width, than the type in which the record is printed. The 
record number of the cas~ and the names and addresses of counsel submitting the brief 
shall be printed on the front cover. 
§7. Effect of Noncompliance. If neither party has filed a brief in compliance with 
the requirements of this rule, the Court will not hear oral argument. If one par ty has 
but the other has not filed such a brief, t he party in default will not be heard orally. 
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VIRGINIA : 
In tho Clerk's Office of th Sui reme Court of Appeals at 
Ri hmond on the : 1st <lay of J auuary, 1952. 
CO LMONWE L'IH F V RGINIA., EX REL., F . C. JOY-
ER, JR., OMMJ SI JJ!;R OF 'rHE DIVISION OF 
IOTOR VE - 1 LES Appellant, 
against 
J d:E ED\V AR WJLLL Appellee. 
From the Hu. ting. omt of the ity of Roanoke. 
Thi. i to c 1·tify that upon the peiitio11 of Commonwealth 
of Virginia e ·. ir l. · . F. Joyner · ommissioner of the Divi-
·ion of Motor Vebi 1 , an appeal a of ri 0 ·ht ha been awarded 
by one of t1.1 Ju. ti · of th upreme Court of Appeals of 
Vir"·inia, on the 30th fay of January, 19-2 from an order 
entere l by the Hu tin°· ou rt of the city of Roanoke on the 
2 th day of eptcmb 1·, H)51, in t]10 cause therein dependin o· 
where .Jarn Edw:wd Willi wa t lai11ti:ff and tbe petitioner 
was defendant, no bond bein°· required. 
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page 112 ~ Virginia : 
In the Hustings Court for the City of Roanoke, on the 27th 
day of April, 1951. 
James Edward Willis 
v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel. C. F. Joyner, Jr., Com-
missioner of Motor Vehicles 
DECREE. 
On May 3, 1950, came the defendant, Commonwealth of 
Virginia, ex rel. C. F. Joyner, Jr:,, Commissioner of Motor 
Vehicles, by counsel, and moved the Court for leave to file 
a supplemental answer iri the above proceeding setting up 
certain charges against Jame.s Edward Willis; likewise came 
the petitioner, James Edward Willis, by counsel, and ob-
jected to the filing of .1:mch supplemental answer for the rea-
.sons that more than six months bad expired in which the 
defendant could have answered, that the material which the 
so-called aµiended answer contains is not responsive to any 
issue in the cause, and that the same seeks to set up in thiis 
court charges not made before the commissioner and· which 
were not heard by the commissioner, and seeks a trial de 'liovo 
on new charges instead of the review: provided by law; and 
the same was argued by counsel. 
. Upon consideration wherc;,of the Court is of the opinion 
that the time allowed for the filing of an answer has· expired, 
and the cause having been heard in this court and having been 
reviewed _by the Supreme. Court of Appeals of Virginia, it is 
ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED that the defend-
ant is a.enied leave to file said supplemental answer. It is 
further ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED, however~ 
that the ca1Se may proceed for such further proceedings, ff 
any, as the CommisRioner may be advised, not inconsistent 
with the opinion in "Willis v. Commonwealth, 190 Va. 294. 
· The defendant, through counRel, objected to the 
page 113 ~ Court's action in denying her leave to file supple-
mental answer and to such action duly excepted~ 
• • • • • 
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page 114} 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER. 
N qw comes the Commonwealth of Virginia, . through C. F. 
Joyner, Jr., Commissioner of the Division of Motor Vehicles, 
and makes a further answer to the petition filed herein by 
James Edward Willis: 
1. That in view of the decision of the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virg·inia, rendered in this case on the 21st day of 
.November, 1949, this Respondent begs leave to amend her 
original answer, filed herein, by striking from · Exhibit A 
therein the photost3:tic copies of accident reports. . 
2. Inasmuch as the Supreme Court of Appeals held that 
the Notice to the Petitioner in the original proceedings .con-
- tained no charge of any ~peci:fic nature of.reckless conduct.on 
his ,part in th~ operation of ·a motor vehicle.: this Respondent 
makes the following charges. against the Petitioner, James 
Edward Willis: 
CHARGE 1. That James Edward Willis committed a seri-
ous violation of the motor vehicle laws of this State on or 
about the 14th day of l\fay, 1947, within the contemplation of. 
Section 46-420 of the Code of Virginia, while driving his. au-
tomobile on Route No. 11 one mile west of Radror.d, Virginia, 
in a careless, negl~gent and reckless manner in that he passed 
and overtook other vehicles proceeding in the same direction ~ 
approaching the crest of a grade, in violation of Section 46- ,~ 
209 of the Code of Virginia; upon which violation he wa~ 
found guilty of Reckless Driving by the Trial .T ustice Court 
of Pulaski County, Virginia, on the 14th day of March, 1947. 
CHARGE 2. ,James Edward Willis committed a serious 
violation of the motor vehicle laws of this State on or about 
April 2,· 1948, within the contemplation of Section 46-420 of. 
the Code of Vjrginia by driving·· his automobile 
page J15 ~ on Chapman A venue near 12th Street within the 
City of Roanoke ,in a negligent, reckless and care-
less manner,. o,f which he was convicted of Reckfoss Driving in · 
tli~ P?~ice·. Oourt of the City of Roanoke 9n April 9, 194~. 
r: · CHARGE 3. That the said if ames Edward Willis did, by his· 
reckless and unlawful operation of a motor vehicle on Chap-
man Avenue near 12th Street, within the City of Roanoke, on 
4 .Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
April 2, 1948, cause or contribute to an accident resulting in 
"'serious property damage, within the contemplation .of , Sec-
tion 46-420 of the 0Qde of Virginia, when said automobile-
which he was driving collided with an automobile driven by 
one C. E~ Brown. 
Therefore, your Respondent prays that this Honorable 
·court consider all proper evidence that was before your Re-
sponde:µt when the determination was made by the Commis;_ 
sioner of the Division of Motor Vehicles, and such other 
proper evidence as will be adduced at the trial when this 
Honorable Court makes a review in accordance with the stat-
ute. Your Respondent verily believes that there is sufficient 
.evidence to warrant the confirmation bv this Court of the 
action of the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles· on. August 12, 
1948, in revoking the operator's license of the Petitioner. 
And now having fully answered. this Respondent prays 
that she be hence dismissed with reasonable costs in her be-
half expended. · 
-
COMJ\fON"\VEALTII OF VIRGINIA.1 
· ex rel. C. F. Jovner. Jr., Commis-
sioner. Division of l\.fotor Vehicles, 
By D. GARDINEJ.{. TYLER, JR., . 
Counsel.. 
- D. GARDINER TYLER, JR. 
Assistant Attorney General, p. d. 
page 118 ~ Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, this case is 
a review of a finding from the Motor Vehicle De-
. partment under the Safety ResponF?ibility Act. There have 
been filed in this Court with an answer certain papers pur-
porting· to be the record of a hearing before a Rea.ring Of-
ficer of the Division of Motor Vehicles. In that record are 
numerous photostatic copies and so-called transcripts of. ac-
cident report's made by tlle persons involved and by the 
police officers concerned. Under tbe opinion of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia tlle Court could not have con-
sidered them when thP. case was last before it. At this point 
I want to move that all of those reports be stricken from the 
answer and that tl1ev not be admitted as evidence in this trial. 
The' reports of accidents and reports of people involved ·and 
officers who made the reports of these accidents other than 
Commonwealth of Virginia, etc., v. James.E. Willis 5 
the two r~cltl~ss: urivirlg 1cases y-crii tallce-dt~bout, I am going 
to have something to sav about later. . . · 
I'. Mr: Tyler :···In·\ti'ew of·the decisioll1 olihe "t·suprenie Court 
of tllis: .particular case~ ·we:'join · in~that motion insofar .. as it 
pertains:to the· exc'luding 'fr6m evidence Qf. tl;i.~~-~cdtrent' re-
ports:that··were· :filed·with' tlle'Motor·"VehicJe··Di~sidrt: ... ·· 
· ·· The ·court: In: view of'. thnLstatchrentt.tho$e: re:rtdtts, ·of 
cdni~e, ;-Win·: not. ·he·-al~owbd::;~~r·~yidcn~~' )Jut. w. rie~i:11~ to be \ 
that it :would· be- better for .the ·Coi1ft to_ p·a.ss ··upon the'·· o,ther 
matters hs-they ~tise:· :When·1I1o~dt1U~stldns are·presentetd, 
then we- will.'pass· upon :crach:·one'bf tl1erri s'e°par-~tely'artd"'hi-
..... :. · .. ;. :. 'dividuallv. · ···· · ·· 1·• · .• t · • · 1·· ·' • • _.:. ·.·• 1 , . ._ i '--· ••. 
page 119 }··· ,l\fr: Scott:': If· Your··Hon'o'r' plea:$e~··it··was' ·only 
. . . th9s·e., papers that- the .. Supr~me. Court h.a~ said 
van ·cannot consider=·! include·..fn··thii :ttfotibn~ ···Tam oobin·o .. ·to 
make anothe:i;- motion:·. Mr: 'Tyle1r C1>Jicedes· hd·~an't rlise ~th'e 
ones l"jUst fnad~ the 'mo±io<rcon~! , ' · ... ·. ·' · . · · 1 • ~ ._, -·~ 
. ·M.r_ Tyler':· ·That· 1is coPrect;' , .. · ..... ····· ·· 1 .. ~· ···" , • :,:·.- !,.'... 
:The Cotn~b ·· Lthihk it will be·best to pass upon these ques-
tions as-.. thev· arise . ." . . •.' ..... ' ' 
. l\fr: f%otf: . .AU right; sir.· :Ai:·thi.s Jio1ht11 waiit to move to 
strike=·frotii tho· tt:Mwe1· a. so-call(lcl transcript of ~ p.ea#11g 
which w_as not the b~lii"i~1it 1mder which t11i's marl 'is.licens-e'.was 
revo]t~d ~ar·_1mspen,aea. .' U n,,til .$~ch .'ti~e1 a.s' 1S11t!h recorcf might . 
be··admissible- foi~ the: '[l1trpofie· of .··ebrttradiction· 1bv~onei.M ilie 
parties '\\rho. ha:s'. testified ·in the' ·cause, ·~T mo-v'e . thev I }j~· '"ex:.: 
cluded"frbm·aU·consicletati6n .bv thi's Cbttrt:·· 11 r . " 1\ .;, • -~ 
• 
1Mr:~~Tyler: ! ;.Our repljT to Hni't k that in:· tlie ·:·case- otCam-
mani1J~atthagainst-'Bntfo'.f, ~cpo1~t~c1· i.n l189 Virg-inia,-t~e first 
Butler case-the Court of Appeals stated that it WRffpto11e't. 
£o'r tire-lower·court''in snch, :err~es··to1 h~ar not diily ·what~e . 
Conhnissloner Bad hefore Iiim fo · om.~ 1 of· tMie ·' heati11g1; -'bht ;~ 
snch-·o±l!~r· ~videhce. a-s · \\~oukf be" pr-ope~! to' ii?-tto~u~e;·'· _Now 
we take it that that language- make~ it .obligator'v oif ffie 
courts ·to consitler' the· evirlnnce b()fore' tiie· '1Comfuission~r. 
Tliere a:r?·two·so·:.calle-~1 ·tran.?cdpts·of· ~viqent'(<t~~,l\?n. ~f.th~sl 
tw'o hearm'o·s' ·and I .thmk wliatevet' e:vrdence' 1s 'm ihete t'ran~ 
scribed thi·Court shorild comdd~t-.· ahd ffreJ if ifr~.\Willis···ar 
\ .:. ·.' • 
1 
•the Comntorr.wNilfiLW'ants to· jrifrodnce'aclfliti6rUiI 
page··120·} evidencetit is' j>r:ope1~ ·fbtihe,. Cot\rf;·fo ~consfc;l~r 
.. .. . that.~ ... ··· :· · "· · · ··· ···· · · ··· · ,,. ··· · ,\· · 11 · -,. · · 
· Mr. 'Scott:.- If·,Ycfhr-Ho1101· .plea~e/tnv'i)oint' at'tlits ·stage.-,of 
the .. caseis thatJ1e lias attempted to set up as an finswer ma-
terial which, if. admis~inle at }l1T.:conkl'on1v·be ratl:iniss1'ble as 
eviaence. .at a Jafer ·:stage· ofr··tlie 'case.' .. f'_l11:1tlf is why .I ·am 
making my.motion at :t'l1is_timB!it h{n~ strippe~}r6:rn°the'-'·an--
~Wet. It is nb part" of.-:an aiiswe'r, jnst ex~'es~ 'baggage. 
• . . ..! . • , .. ' r ., • .. ·, : • 
6 Supreme Co11.rt of .Appeals of, Virginia 
The Court: I can't see at this time what real difference it 
makes whether the motion is granted or not. To strike it 
from the answer would ha.ve only this bearing. It would de- , 
lete part of the pleadings, but it is my understanding that 
under the ruling of the Supreme Court of Appeals that is not 
proper evidence and it is a question of evidence being admis-
sible rather than wh0ther tl1is Court shoulcl strike out a part 
of the answer. As I understand th(\ ruling· of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals, this matter should be gone into de novo, 
and that evidence that Mr. Scott bas asked to be stricken from 
the· answer would not be proper evidence in the ease. 
. Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, I believe you are agree-
ing with me on the law for a reason I can't quite agree with 
you. If I read the first Butler case correctly, it is not a trial 
de novo; it is not an action at law; it is a· hybrid proceeding 
somewhat similar to exceptions to a Commissioner's report, ex-
cept that the Oonrt can consider such part~ of the 
page 121 } Commisi;:;ioner 's report as proper, and in addition 
thereto shall inquire into this one question by 
other evidence, and that is as to whether or not the conduct. 
of the driver has been so reckless in the customary operation 
of his motor vehicle that the repetition of the same or similar 
conduct may be expected and, if it occurs, it will constitute 
a menace to the safety of others on the highway. I am not 
certain that I understand Your Honor's ruling on these two 
motions which I just made, but if they are adverse to Mr. 
Willis, I want to object and except for reasons which I· have 
just given. 
The Court: I think both motions will more properly be 
passed upon when evidence is offered, and at this time I do 
not see any necessi(v ·for the Court to strike the part re-
qu~sted to be struck from the answer. · 
Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, at this point I am going 
to make another motion which I am going to suggest, and I 
thiiµr Mr. Tyler will agree, the Court might well take under 
advisement, to admit the evidence and pass on later so that 
we may have a, complete record in this cause, and should it 
go to the Court of Appeals, would be sufficient for the Court 
at that time to render a final decision one way o~ the other. 
The Court: As I understand from Mr. Tvler, that is agree-
able, so that if the case is appealed, the Supreme Court of 
Appeals will have before it all the evidence that was offered. 
Mr. Scott : If Your Honor please. I am going 
page 122 ~ to move at this· point that this entire case be con~ 
· sidered in the light of the notice which was given. 
in this case, and ask that there be excluded from this case all 
I. 
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cevidence of any conviction, in a court in Pulaski and of any 
eonviction in the City of Roanoke for any offense whi.ch oc-
.curred at any time other than on the 14th day of :Marchl 1947, 
.and that the Court then enter up judgment in favor of Mr. 
Willis. 
The Court: What is the basis for that motion., l\Ir. ScotU 
Mr. Scott : If I read correctly the opinion _of the Court in 
the Willis case, it is to this effect. A copy .of the notice in 
this case under which he attempted to proceed is in t1ie fol-, 
lowing words, and I quote from page 297 of th~ opinion in 
the Willis case: "Under authority by Chapter 384, Acts _of 
_Assembly of 1944, you are herepy advised that a hearinp: will 
be held on July 27, 1948, at 10:30 o'clock A. M., in the Police 
Headquarters at Roanoke., Virginia. You are directed to ap-
pear and show cause why your operator's or chauffeur's 
license and/or registration r;,houlcl not be suspended or re-
voked for the following reas'ons, to-wit: The records of this 
Division indicate tl1at you are a potentially unsafe driver of 
:a moto.r vehicle, The records indicate th.at you were eon-
victed:of reckless driving on March 14, 1947, in the Civil and 
Police Court, Roanoke, Virginia, and ijiat you have been in-
volved in accidents in this State ort July 25, 1946, August 14, 
1947, and April 2, 1948." Let's see what the 
page 123} Court says about how charges should be made. 
''The no tic~ to the appellant contains no charge 
of any specific negligence or reckless conduct on his part in 
-the operation of his motor vehicle. It assumes that the fact 
that the records of the Division show that the appellant was 
-convicted of reckless driving and that the vehicle be was op-
-erating had been involved in three accidents alone constituted 
a sufficient ground for t11<:~ suspension or revocation of his 
operator's license. Upon this assumption and the notice to 
appellant he was directed to appear and show cause why, ~s 
license should not be revoked or suspended. Notice of the 
time, place and offence of which· there had be'en a conviction 
wou]d ordinarily be Rufficient to inform the defenda11t of the 
event complained of but in cases where the Director of. the 
Divh,ion giving riR.e to the complaint consist of accident re-
ports or other documents, the specific acts or conduct relied 
upon by the Commissioner with respect to each acciden_t 
should ·be set out in the notice ns well as the name of the 
· operators of the other vehicles involved, if they appear in. 
reports. 
The Cou~t: The point you are making, as I understand. is 
ns to the accident of March 14, 1947., the notice charges reck-
less qriving but as to the other accidents it says nothing about 
8 Supreme· Com·t of Appeals of Virginia 
: :re~kle'ss· driving.' :or,:· filly '1iriptop;er'' 'd:ri\ting 'on the 
page 124} part of Mr.,- Willis, \mt ~irµply that pe was in-
volved ffi ltll'ds'cf othe~ hccUlent~:, ·1 ' . •' ~ • ·'. " . 
• ';~T.· ScQtt:: ty es; si't. . ' v.>.·: r, t.:.' .. · , . } .: ./ I i • •. ·.~ •• ;, • ' 
T~e Court:u That 'is'th:e1·:pornfy'ou·a'fe·htaking .. 
Mr~ Scott: ·V{·e h'ave got one charge. ·we have got tlle 
time.· We .have got the.pl~_ce p.nd we h~ve go_t the off<:nse, so 
~~ ~·~t ·p.'<l~ic~ .t.~'ef ~~~t_ge:-t111:1~i1.~1a~·e. l3:h~l.?:f(~nce, it~~t ~-h~ f.as 
convicted m·tlie '0iv11' and Foll~c·"CMirt1.'ri'Roanoke;· Virginia,, 
dn )ID.t.r'ch · 14', !.1947::"' · There\ 'is 1 ·albsMnt~iy iil eviden'c~ Hr t~1is 
r~cottl' tliat 1he'was 'ei.ct' 1con'-~lct'etl'-ih·Tol'i.«ce .. 'Cottt1t·in Roanokh· 
Citv:on'Yaroh !4, 1947~l~::No,'V tllat"is the ohly cha-tge leff 1:1~~ 
£or~ ·-the dohimi~'si6ner 'and'el"' 1tlie 1 trilini of tliis' Cotirt!' a'na 
tliere ;is 'iHJ t evidence··\\i<hafs6c!ve'tLhr lbe1;1;ecb1:d I th' s"u.~fain· 'it 
tinff their:'fiilaings ·hc:Ml~ei.tt! ~~ow· tiia:e:11e· w_as ··e·ver'~o:hvicted 
of:reb).dess"drivi~g'in Roanolfo~'City oh'.Mafoh114; 1947~· ·· ·· .. 1 
=.· Mt·: 'Tyler:··· 'The S.h':Pteine··cotirf' 1itj:'.tlte~ 1'7i'llis' 'ca~e;'·1.90'·V a~ 
294, )•trrn~nded" t'ba~ I bifs1e{ t:16' •'this• ectarf' ~or 1i;fthf'r't proceed-ings, t~e Cch:nmottwealtif°"1tts so-..~dvised'.' · :t,f o~/ fy'llowing .M1\ 
Scott''s''drgtli.ncnt,''rf· 'h~Wafg·um~'ilt' i's''Ffound., fne ·oourt'·of Ap-
pe'als. '."\fOu}d''.Jiave '";;.Ol_le,1 ~]1ead'· f:l:Off~ e11t~Teq U'{1 j:tltlgrp.etjt 'for 
Mi•: WiI1is:ahd:it wbu1cYndti l\'n\\ie Bc~h ·mt~f'occasion'fo'reina·nd 
it~·. Now wliy1 ~d·tµe:(71 :remand n:1•. ~ecn\i.se _th~y "f'-elf 1{b~t tli~ 
entire· evidence \va~li 'l b.~'rorq .th~ 'CJourl1 •• ~They- _~it!; it is ·true; 
th~ typ·e of'6liarge'undei· 1the\ system thut'was--'being used at 
that °ti.nie Waff :n'ot"'\~h1fflcibn't~ l11.~t .ff1-Von wilf no'ffoe t}1'ift· lai1-
... , .. : : ... g;nagetin 1the op{ilion~ ~they c't1t'.icitetl tl1at that pr!)-
pag}e ·125 ~ .. ~<fedmg··11tl~ iimy Jl~d1t't ·~ay ·1t1,~yas' 'preju'diciaL 
They·aid'say it' was:pI·~j~diciaJ; Iiqwl!vei,"ftlr m~ 
C'6mmission'e'f1 aticl tlie. Conr·t 'fd !have considered !tlio~e I actti-
dent reports; 'ah.cl I taf{e· 'it' tlhtt"was" tii~ 1Teasoii ·,vfrv fh~\·: serit 
it' ·b'tt'c1t;· ··because: the · 'Coht't 1i ad' S1e~ri. . tlia f -evidettc~' · ti rid ;cfo~-
sicrer~d it,'b~f'tliat otµericriticisjµ,lhey _todltis c~rfa'mly cur.:. 
able·:~)1. the ·r~ar~tint · of'. ~drl~~?1ia_l' cli~r~~s, !~d th~t. is: ex:.. 
actly wlmt tlie Ctlmmo'trwealth .d1tl 1tr this 'case, ·and ten1det~cT 
what was· Imown ks it'. -snpple:trieritahiriswer, 'in which' 1"\\re 'drew 
up ~harge's 'which w~' '\\1ete '_itl 'a1'p<i~Jtiorl. fo prtlv~~ 'biit 't1:ii's 
Court' felt' tliat' 'mis~re"'f 1sq\oulff n'b't · 'be ''filed_.: Huf ·tlia't a~tion· 
by the· Cdii'rt''certh1ftly t:lt'dh Ttn1ca1('~d' preehlcl~ ··tI1e:1Coi'nni6n.:. 
wealth '!tb:rn · 1'tlftloa11cittg•''i:itlv11 e~1ic1eNce I relative :to! 't!lo~e~ 'in! 
stati~es1 .that· wete. i"¢Iat~cr: in~ t'Ire ·orfo:·hiarn·otice; such "a~· 'tl:ie· 
cdnvictibn'}'rere in PhHisld" C'01iiitv~Trial 'Gotirt aiia. trre _.con-
v~ctioil i:t('Roa'ti6ke Qlt~f.' 1 .t .' ,,·~ t.·I ••• ,, I ........ •• -, • ·i l:: •. 
· ·ivrt:'. S'cotfr· <wi~l yo11CyMid al!questfon y: ~vutyott vottch''tne; 
!ecord !0~1_ have got, ~n;. 'J?roof. w]rnt~-~rver ]jft was C()Il':ictecl 
m Roa'ribke' 9n Ma.tell:~~., ).9~7'Y '.:will you. vo,uc4.t1ie·record°l' 
• \ ' t • •' • I' 4 - t ,. I - ! • ' I 1 ~ l: ' l ' 1 ' f' \ I • I • • ~ h \ "' ~ ! ' •. ~ <,! I • ' ,.._ ~ ,' ~ '\ • ' • ' 
1, 1> " • •• ;.,: •. •,11 .. 
.\ ' , : I • ! • .. , f , •• 
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Mr. Tyler: That was the date of the conviction in Pulaski 
County. Tpe conviction in Roanoke· Police Court was on 
April 9, 1948. . 
Mr. Scott: Then you concede "this notice does not charge 
him with any violation at Pulaski and charges him only with 
a violation in Roanoke on that date, is that correcU 
Mr. Tyler: That is not correct. If you read 
page 126 ~ the record, you will find both of· those are nar-
. rated in the original notice, and they were before 
the Court of Appeals. 
The Court: Have you given any additional notice since 
this opinion by the Court of Appealst 
Mr. Tyler: Here is what I tendered, sir. Here is your or-
der acting on it. .. 
Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, nt the time you refused 
to allow him to set up in- an answer charges not theretofore 
made. I think you will recall Mr. Tyler asked you if he could 
go back and prefer other charges and start all over again. 
My recollection of that was you told him, effect, that was up 
to him; that you. were not passing on it, and· if any such other 
has been done, we have nev~r received it. · . 
Mr. Tyler: You had reference there to another hearing be-
fore the Commissioner. 
Mr. Scott: No, sir, I am talkine; about when the Court here 
refused to allow you under fhe guise of an answer to make 
charg·es not theretofore made. 
At this' point I would also like to state to the Court~ the . 
point I have just raised here is pfoper to he raised here, as 
the case is back here for Your Honor to try all over again as 
·if the case had never gone to the Supreme Court, except that 
the proceedings shall be in accordance with the decision. in 
that case. The point I have raised was not raised in the Su-
preme Court of Appeals, but that does not pre-
page 127 ~ elude me from raising- it here at this time. If 
Mr. Tvler can't vouc]1 the record that the convic .. 
tion on t]iat date, he can't vouch tlle record as to an accident 
in Pulaski., I see ·nothing before the Commissioner and there-
fore nothing· before t11is Court. 
The Court: 1\Ir. Tvler. nt the present time I nm inclined to 
think bis point is well taken. 
Mr. Tvler: J don't think I should he called upqn to voucl1 
for anything. The records speak for tl1emselves that we ,filed 
with tl1e Court orig-iirnllv, the aerident reports and the two 
conviction reports, and the~r are nH there in the paoers. Tho 
Court of Appeals spoke of the conviction in Roanoke in 1947. 
It was just a typogrnpl1ical error on ·their part; they didn't 
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. mean it. Th~re were two charges- of reckless driving before 
the Court, three accidents. 
page 128 ~ MURR.ELL F. RATCLIFFE, 
. a witness called bY and on behalf of the Common-
wealth, having first been sworn, upon examination, testified 
as follows : -
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. ·wm you state your name and occupation, sir? 
A. Murrell F. Ratcliffe, Guard with the Arsonal, Radford, 
Virginia. 
Q. Mr. Ratcliffe, what type of work were you engag·ed in 
on :March 14, 19471 
A. Deputy Sheriff of Pulaski County. 
Q. How .long had yon been Deputy Sheriff of Pulaski be-
fore that? 
A~ Approximately one year. 
Q. Did you have occasion to apprehend or see Mr. James _ 
Edward Willis, the Petitioner, on that date·? 
' I 
:Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, I am objecting· 110w to 
any of this evidence in regard to anything which happened in 
Pulaski County, and if this same gene.ml objection may g·o to 
all of his answers, I'd like it, and it will save interrupting- the 
witness . 
. The Court: It will be so understood. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,,r ould you describe to the Court the occasion on whicl1 
you did see him on that cla te? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 129 ~ Q. \Yhcre was it and wl1at time of day? 
A. It was approximntely 8 :BO A. M. th<.~ mom-
jng of the 14th, just west of the intersection of the highway 
that goes into New River, approximatelv 150 vards west of 
that intersection. I \\1 flS following n tractor trailer. It went 
up the incline and 1\f r. ,vmi~ passed both me and the tractor 
trailer on the solid line. · . 
Q. ,vhat hig-lnvay wns that 7 
A. It was on Route 11, west of Radford, upproximatelv a· 
mile and a half west. . ·. · 
Comlllt<mwealth ,of Virginia, retc.., v . .James E. Willis ti · . 
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Q. vVas t;here any other physical evidence to identify that' 
point? . 
A. Yes, sir, there was some rocks on the side of the road 
.and a white house on the right-hand side of the· road going 
west. · Q. Now, what can you .say as to the sight distance that Mr .. 
Willis could see when this occurred 1 
A. At the time of the passing of the vehicles, the sight dis-
tance was v.ery short. 
Q. Would you say that passing .at that point could be made 
in safety! 
A. No, sir., it could not. 
Q. Here is a pictnre-
Mr . .Scott: I. am objecting to the entry of the 
page 130} photograph be- it does not show the road at the 
point where the acc~dent happened. 
:Mr. Tyler: Let me g·et it in evidence. ' 
lvlr. Scott: I don't know where the offense was supposed to 
have taken place. It is no evidence here it was taken at the 
time or any where near the time that the accident took place. 
It is not even identified by the person who took it it was at 
the same time of day or same season of the year. It is noth-
ing I can see here which makes it proper to introduce this. 
If he has somebody who took these pictures, he might connect 
it, but unless this nian took them, I am certainly going to ob-
ject to it. . 
Mr. Tyler: That first one I will ask you (addressing the 
Reporter) to mark "Number 1 ". . 
The Court: I don't think the evidence is sufficient yet for 
those to be introduced in evidence. 
Mr. Tyler: Let me tender them. 
l\Ir. Scott~ As to Picture No. 2-
1\fr. Tvler: Let's finish them one at the time. 
l\fr. S~ott: In. offering Number 2, 1Your Honor, if Mr. 
Tyler can vouch that tllis picture wai;; taken from the appro~i-
mate heig-bt of an ordinary camera, I am not going· to object · 
to it, to its admission. . 
By :Mr. Tyler: 
· Q. 1\fr. Ratcliffe, I hand you herewith a picture 
page 131 } which is marked for identification "Plaintiff's 
Exhibit No. 1" and ask you whether or not this 
··portrays the roadway as it looked on March 14, 1947. 
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Mr. Scott: All this is subject to my objection .. 
A. The roadway is the same except for, the construction 
which shows. on the left-hand side of the road. 
Q. Has the construction there anything to do with the cen-
ter portion or the travelled portion of the road t 
A. It does. not.. , 
Q. Well, does that picture show accurately or exactly th~ 
· place where this passing by Mr .. Willis took place? 
A. It does .. Q.. Would you be good enough to take a pen here and put 
a mark where tlw passing actually took place and initial it ·1 
A. That is it1 .to the best o:f my knowledge, where it was,, 
without any measurements ( marking Picture) .. 
Q .. Would, you mark there in that picture the secondary 
road going· to the south towards New River as Point No. 21 
A. (The witness marks this point on Picture.) 
Mr. Tyler: We tender thls as evidence, sir, and ask the-
Court to initial it. 
By the Court: 
Q. Who took tllis picture f 
A. _I believe l\fr. Harmon fooir tl1e picture, sir·. 
page 132 ~ Q. Do you know whon it was taken f 
.A. No, sir, I do not. · · 
The Court: I am goin~: to turn it over to Hie Court Re·-
porter with the understanding tlmt you will. introduce further 
evidence before it is actually allowed a:s- an exI1ibff. 
By Mr. Tyler~ 
Q. As I understand from your evidence, you arrested l\fr~ 
'Willis on tllat occasion. 
A. Yes, sir, I gave h.im a ticket~ summoned Iiim to Court. 
Q. WT1at dispoRition waR made bY me Trial J rn~tice of Pu-
laski County on tfo:, dmra-e f " · 
A. Tl1at morning\ I believe. at the time tTiaf I 9:ave Mm tile-
ticket, he didn't know wI1etiler lie eouicT be in Court tI1at rltlY. 
:-ind it was dated about four or five day8 from tTlcn. Wl1en 
he went on to Pulm~Td. Tie went into tTie Trfal ,Tnstice <:onrf 
and asked if I1e couTcln "t ~et it Rettled tl1at mornino-. nnrl tli<1 
Judg-e of tne Trial ,Justice C<mrt neard tT1e ease oefore 10 :00' 
o"clock and let him go ft11C'Ad. He entered a plea o-f gniftv an<T 
was fined $10.00 ancT ~m;ts fo:r· reckless driving:. · 
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Q. At this time the Commonwealth desired to introduce in 
evidence the notice of conviction of James Edward "\Yillis in 
the Trial Justice Court of Pulaski on the 14th day of March, 
1947, on the charge of reckless driving. I would 
page 133} like to proffer that as "Exhibit No. 2", one of 
those reports from the Division of Motor Ve-
hicles. 
Mr. Scott: As far as I know, it is none that's ever· been 
made a part of the record. . I am not trying to . tell you how 
to run your case. 
Mr. Tyler: From an examination of the papers or the testi-
mony that was taken before the Commissioner's Representa-
tive, there is a statement as to this testimony as to this oc-
. currence, but the copy of the abstr~ct of conviction was not 
attached to the paper. ,v e now tender it to be filed in this 
proceeding. 
Mr. Scott: Same objection. 
The Court: Do vou vourl1 the record that is the notice re .. 
ceived by the Moto~ Vehicle Commission? · 
Mr. Tyler: Yes, sir. We file this abstract of conviction as 
''Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 3". 
(The abstract of conviction is received in evidence and. 
marked for identification as "Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 3".) 
The Court: I am g·oing to permit it in view of your vouch-
ing the record that it is what it purports to be. 
Mr. Tyler,: Now we also present here in evidence a copy 
of the original wa nant and judgment made by the Trial 
.Justice Court of Pulaski on the 14th day of :March, 1947. 
Counsel for the Commouwenlth voucl1es that this copy was 
sent to him by the Trial ,Justice ,of that Court, and we would 
like to introduce and file it as ''Exhibit No. 4". 
page 134 } Mr. Scott: He didn't arrest him; he went i-n 
response to a ~mmmom:. Thev met down there. 
That is inconsistent to a wnrranL Tlrnt is bookkeeping; record 
I think be has there•. No warrant wa_s actually served on this 
man. 
The Court: If it is questioned and no-t properly proven, I 
think I will have to sustain .the objection,. · · 
Mr. Tvler: ·we exct~pt to the ruling of tlle Court for the 
reason that t1,e abRtract of ()Onviction sent to the l\fotnr Ve-
hicle Commission by the Trial Justice Court is the proper 
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evidence of pr.oof in proceedings such as this. Furthermore, 
for the reason that the papers ,in t~is cause show that Mr. 
Willis, the Petitioner him~elf, admitted his conviction of this 
charge. This is just the documentary evid~nce thereof. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Scott: 
"'Q. Mr. Ratcliffe., you say you work at the Powder Plant 
nowt , 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. vVhen did you go to work for the Powder Plant? 
. A. September 11th of last year. 
Q. September 11, 1950? 
A. 1950. 
pag·e 135 } Q. "\Vhen did you get back from service t 
A. January, ] 946. 
Q. F·rom January, 1946, until S()ptember 11, 1950, yon were 
Deputy Sheriff of Pulaski? 
A. Yes, sir, from l\farch, 1946. 
Q. All right, sir. Route 11 from Roanoke to ·wytheville 
Tm1s through Pulaski County? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For how many mifos of road? 
A. I'd say approximately 20 miles, no, 30 miles. 
Q. Approximately 30 miles. All right, sir. There is a side 
road from Radford to Dublin in your c01inty, I believe. How 
much of that road is in Pulm;ki County f 
A. I beg your pardon. I don't understand your question 
on that. 
Q. It is another road from Raford to Dublin, a side road 
in your counbr, is it not f 
A. Yes, sir., there i~ one that travels north of Route 11. 
Q. About 110\\· long is tliat road? . 
A. I'd say it is approximately 18 miles of it from Radford 
· into Dublin. 
Q. Except for the one time on '.Marcl1 14, 1947, when you 
gave a summons to l\Ir. ,vim~ liere, do you ever remember 
seeing· Mr. ,,rmis? 
page 136 ~ A. No, sir. 
Q. Then from l\f arrh, 1947! throug-h September 
11, 1950, you know of no tr::.ffic violationR. anv acts of reck-
leRs cl:riving, or any conduct sl10wi11g· cfo:reQ;arrl of the rights 
of .otliers on the highwny, on the part of Mr. Willis. 
A. No, sir .. 
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Q~ .I beli~ve you met him down at the Trial Justice Office 
that morning, did you noU 
A. That is corroot. 
Q. And you hadn't arrested,himf 
A. No, sir, I had not. 
. Q. Just took him in on a summons; he paid the $10.00 fine 
and went on. · · 
A. He ·came in.. The summ.'ons wasn't dated for that day 
hut he came in that morning, I believe, and asked the Judge 
if it could be settled because hew.as in Pulaski on that day .. 
Q. That is all. 
-(Witness excu~d.) , 
KING E. HARMON., 
:a witness called by and on behalf of the Commonwealth, hav-
ing :fj.rst been sworn, upon examination testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATIQN. 
By Mr. Tyler~ 
· Q. What is your name, please, sir Y 
page 137 } A. King E. Harmon. 
Q. \Vhat is your· occupation? 
A. Inspector for the Division of Motor Vehicles. 
Q. Mr. Harmon, ·did you have ·occasion to drive over and 
·examine Route 11 just west of Radford comparatively re-
eently? · · 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you have occnsion to make any pictures of that sec-
tion of the roadway just west of the secondary road leading 
to New River? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. I hand you herewith n dorument marked "Ph\intiff's Ex· 
hibit No. 1 '' and ask you whether or not you took that picture 
and wliat it is. · 
A. Yes, sir, I took it on September 17, 1951. 
Q. Now, 110w long 11nve you bl1en drivin~ that section of 
the road? Have vou been over that road from time to time 
over t11e years? ., 
A. Yes, sir, practically 8inre I have been chiving a car. I 
was born and raised about 16 miles from there. 
Q. Has the stnicturc of the road. that is the road hed and 
other parts of the road, the trave11cd portion8 of ·the ·road, 
I 
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been altered or changed since March 14, 1947'' 
page 138 } A. No,. sir. ' 
Q. Well, does that picture accurately portray 
the road as it was on that date! 
Mr. Scott: I object to that unless he saw the road on that 
date. 
A .. It is the same as it was in 1947. 
The Court: He had already stated that it was the same ;. 
he was thoroughly·. familiar with it. 
Mr. Scott: I don't believe he meant to say it.. I lmow he 
wants to tell the truth; he is a fine gentleman. 
By Mr .. Tyler: 
Q~ ·where were you standing in the road when you took 
that picture? 
· A. Just on the left side of the road facing west, approxi-
mately at the New River intersection, just east of it. 
Q. How high were you holding the camera, do you 1·ecaJU 
A. Eye level. Yon have to hold it eye level.. 
Q. That is approximately five feet and a half¥ 
A. Just about. 
Q. I hand you herewitl~ anotl1er exhibit wI1ich purports to, 
be a picture and ask you to tell the Court where this picture 
was taken and what it represents. 
A. This photograph was taken the i-;ame date~ 
Q. ·when was that now? 
page 139 ~ A.. September 17, 1951. It shows the same-
piece of road back -.down the road further east~ 
It was taken from further east still looking west. 
Q. You mean the same piece of' roadway as was portrayed 
in Number 1? 
A. Yes, sir, taken further back east, which sI10ws more of 
the road. 
Q. We ask that tI1e first picture I1e took he introduced as· 
''Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1" ancl that tllis picture be intro-
duced and accepted in evidence as "Plaintiff's Exllibit No. 5 'r. 
(The pictures are received in evidence and marked for 
identification a.s "Plaintiff's Exhibits· Nos·. I and 5".l 
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CROSS EXA:MINA.TION. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Mr. Harmon, of course you do~ 't know where this ar-
rest was made or where the offense was supposed to have 
occurred except from something told to you. 
A. By my own- knowledge, I don't know. 
Q. If they gave you the wrong place1 it wouldn't be where 
the arrest occurred or the offense happened. 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Mr. Harmon, these pictures show considerable foliage 
on various trees along the route and weeds and so on along 
the highway. Of course none ·of those existed in 
page 140 ~ Pulaski on the 14th of March of any year, did 
they, unless they happened to be· pine trees, which 
they are not? 
A. I wouldn't think so. 
Q. 'Then while these pictures give us a very good view of 
the road, they are somewhat mi~leading as to obstructing 
the view. 
A. They might be on the side of the road but it is nothing 
there in the road. 
Q. All right. Now, Picture No. 1 is taken looking in what 
direction? . 
A. Facing west. 
Q. I see. I see a truck over off the side road. That road 
wasn't there in 194 7, was it, 
A. It is actually not a road. T11ey a 1·e constructing a new 
road. That is not a licensed truck; it is a piece of construc-
tion machinery. 
Q. In what direction were you facing in Picture No. 5? 
A. Same direction. 
Q .. Is this taken from a point closer to Roanoke than Pic-
ture No. H · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words Picture No. 5 sl1ows the same highway . 
looking west but is taken from a point further east. 
A. Yes. 
pag·e 141 ~ Q. ·w11ere is the approximate location of the 
Pure Oil Filling- Sfation on Picture No. 2 (5) 1 
A. It is ri~·ht in here (indie1atin~·). 
Q. Over the first dip you can Ree in this picture f 
A. It is just over the 1Jrow of the l1ill. I'll tell vou in a 
minute. · 
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Q. Mr. Harmon., you are about how tall T 
A. Five feet eig·ht and three-quarters. 
Q. And this was taken at eye level 1 
A. Eye level. Yes, sir. You take them at eye level. You 
have to look to see what you are going to take. 
Q. That is the proper way to take one unless you are try-
ing to distort it? 
A. Some cameras you have to look down through the top of. 
Q. Unless this was taken a~ eye level, it wouldn't give you 
a proper view of what a man could see walking along the 
road, would iU 
· A. That's true. 
Q. So the height_ at which this was taken would deduct 
about four inches from your J1eight and that would be just 
about the level of this camera when the picture was taken. 
A. It would be the level of wlmt f 
Q. Of the camera. 
A. Yes, sir, approximately-that. 
page 142 ~ Q. Something over five feeU 
.li.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You remember what type of lens you have on that 
camera? 
A. You mean the opening Y It is eight lens. 
Q. Mr. Harmon, }Ton a re located in the City of Roanoke, 
Virginia, and have been a traffic worker here for how many 
yearsf · 
A. I have been Inspector for the Division since March, 
1945. 
Q. You have powers to arrest? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you over the streets of Roanoke yery freq~ently in 
. your duties? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And also over U. S. Route 11 f 
A. Around Roanoke~ ~T<'R. sir. 
Q. Do you lmow Mr. ·wmis 1 . 
A. Yes, sir, I have met him. 
Q. How long have von h()en knowing him? 
A. The :first time I 1·emember seeing him is just a montl1 
or so ago that I kne,v w110 .he ,,·as. 
. Q. You don't remPrnb<'r · ever having- noticed 
page 143 ~ him in trip~ around Roanoke? ·-
l1im. 
A.- I wouldn '~ 11ave kno-,vn him if I had seen 
Q. All rig]1t, sir. 
I. 
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RE~DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler.: . 
Q. You testified on cross examination that during Septem-
ber of 1951 there w.as .construction going on to the ~eft of the 
road bed at the point designated by Mr. Ratcliffe on this pic-
ture. There is nothing that has taken place ther.e sinc.e, to 
your knowledg.e., since 1947, that would change the sight dis-
tance of a motorist dlivin_g over the road, is it! · 
A. No, sir. 
('V'itness excused.) 
MURRELL F. RATCLIFFE, 
.a witness previously called on behalf of the Commonwealth, 
is recalled :and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMIN ... t\."TION. 
By Mr. Tyler-: 
Q. I hand you herewith Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4, Mr .. Rat-
icliffe, and ask you to examine it :and state to the Court what 
it is. ' 
Mr. Scott-: If Your Honor please, I think the Court ca11 
1
~xamine it just as well as this witness .and tell what it i-s. 
page 144 ~ By Mr. Tyler-: 
· · Q. Who sig·ned it 1 
A. Doris E. Scott. 
·Q. Who is she? 
A. Clerk of the Trial Justice Court of Pulaski. 
Q. Is her signature on there 1 
A. It is. 
Q. Do you know her signature f 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You were up there· that morning at the Trial Justice 
Court when this conviction took place t 
A. I was. 
Q. Wasn't that warrant actually issued. at that time? 
A. It was issued before the trial. 
Q. Issued before, the trial? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Signed by the Cl~rk of the Trial Justice ·Court? 
A. Yes, sir. , . . '' ' 
J 
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By the Court : 
Q. You were present and saw thaU' 
A. Yes, sir. 
The Court: I will admit it in evidence. 
1 
(The copy of the warrant is received in evidence and 
· marked for identification as ''Plaintiff's Exhibit 
page 145 ~ No. 4".) 
CROS8 EXAICTNATION. 
By Mr. Scott:. · ·. 
Q. Did you furnisb him with a copy of that warrant Y 
A. No, sir, it wasn't r"quired at that date~ 
Q. You never furnished him with a copy of iU 
A. No,. sir. 
Q. As far as yon know, he never saw it until today¥ 
A. It was read to Ilim the morning of the trial by the-
Judge. 
(Witne~s excused~) 
J. L. THOMAS, 
a witness caIIed by and on behalf of the Commonwealt11, bav-
ing first been sworn, upon examination testified as follows:. , 
DIRECT EXXAl\UNATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: . 
Q. Would you state your name and occupation?" 
A. J. L. Thomns. 
The Court: For the Rake of tile record, I want to state, in 
· view of the evidence with reforcmce to tI10se pictures, I thin]c 
I should now admit them in evidence. 
Mr. Scott: Vle object ancl except. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. ,Vnat is your occupation f 
page 146 } A. Traffic line work and sig·n work for tlie De-
partment of Highways. · 
Q. How long- have you been connected witli. toe State De-
partment of· Highways·!· · 
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A. Been with them since March, '27., and in the present 
job since January .first, 1948. 
Q. Vv ould you describe to the Court in more detail just 
exactly what you say your duties are now? Give a picture 
of what you do. 
A. vV ell, wo apply the traffic lines and in the course of that 
work we have to make JH'eliminary surveys of the roads, new· 
roads and new surfaee treated highways, and determine at 
what point no passing zones begin and end, and supervise it. 
Mr. Scott; I don't sc:>e ,vhat that has got to do with this 
case. The question here· is whether or not there is a white 
double line at that point and he crossed the line. He can 
testify to anything about the- road, where the accident hap-
pened, if he knows where it happened. I don't think it is 
germaine to go who makes the decisions and about who 
pain ts what. 
The Court: It iR no denial tlie white lines were there, as far 
as I know, which .on its face indicates that has been desig-
nated as a place where one should not pass another vehicle. 
l\fr. Tyler: If Y O'~.tr Honor please, the purpose 
page 147 ~ of this witiw~s and tl1e next witness will be to de-
velop and show to the Court that, as far as the 
traffic control in the State of Virginia and officials and officers 
that carry out tlmt control do so .... as well as they can; th&t the 
passing on a hill 'over a double line, properly placed there by 
the Highway Department, is a serious violation within tl10 
meaning· of the Motor Vr.hicJe Code. Tliat is one of the points 
you will notice the Court of Appeal~ attempted to pass on, 
and the Court stated to tlle eff<?d that all evidence wasn't be-
fore them; a11 tl1e circnmstances shou]d be considered. Now, 
that is the purpose of these two witnesses. I would like to 
have· the opportunity to develop that evidence before this 
Court. 
Mr. Scott: I don't t]1b1k we arc concerned wit]1 what hap-
nened in Wise County. If he knows t11is particulnr locEttion; 
knows the11e are white lines there, and wants to tell the Court 
what the physical conditions are, I lmve no objection in the 
world to it. - · 
The Court: On the basis of your agreement at the begin-
nin~ of the ca~e, ~o th(\ record will he complete, I am goinQ: to 
let llim testify so the Court, of Appeals will get tl1c whole 
picture. 
]\fr. Scott: I object to it nov{ for numerous reasons. 
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page 148 ~ By Mr. Tyler: .· · 
Q. How is the uniformity of the markings and · 
· signs of the hig·hways eff ecteq. in Virginia? 
A. We have a Virginia Manual on b;affic control devices 
which. has been copied after the National Manual prepared 
by the American Association of State Highway Officials ·and. 
the Institute of Traffic Engineers and Committee on High-
ways, Roads and streets. That manual has been, like I said 
before, worked up along the lines of the National Manual al-
most word for word. 
Q. l\Ir. Thomas, what is the meaning or significance of two 
parallel lines that are painted solid on the travelled portion 
of a highway? 
A. Well, they are applied there to prevent passing. where 
the conditions are unsafe for passing-, and that means for 
both directions of travel when it is two double solid lines. 
Q. ·what is the system followed about the placing of the 
double lines f 
· A. ·well, the National Manual and the Virginia J\fo,:iual 
have a formula that we use. It is based on the design speed· 
of the highway and Route 11 at that point is considered fifty 
miles and over assumed design speed. 
Q. Mr. Thomas, have you had occasion to ex-
page 149 ~ examine and travel over Route 11, that portion of 
Route ] 1 just west of Radford and more particu-
larly beyond the intersertion of a road to the south going to 
New River? Have You had occasion to travel thaU 
A. I travelled it ttpproximately once a month. 
Q. Now, when did you Inst p:o ove1· that, do you recall? 
A. I was in Bristol, I believe, the first week in September 
is the last time I was ovrr it. 
Q. Are tl1e double lines that are placed on that section of 
the road placed there in tlie manner pre':;cribed in your 
:Manual for the State l\forkings ! 
A. Yes, sir., they are, when sight distance becomes less 
than 800 feet. · 
Q. I band you a picture identified as "Plaintiff's Exhibit 
No. 6" and ask you to idontifv that and tell the Court what 
it portray13. · · · · 
A. Well. tJiat is t11e pirtlll'e of the location of the lines and 
place which I taken April 5th at the tiine I investigated the 
location· for you. · 
:Mr. Scott: If_Yo1Jr H0110r r>leaRe, I am objecting to the in-
troduction of this picture. Apparen_tly l\Ir. Tyler .has given 
, , 
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him the location. That is .hearsav once removed. Now he 
wants to .tell something about a location .Mr. Tyler poin~ed 
out, and that is hearsay twiC'e removed. There is 
· page 150 } no evidence this is the spot where this took place. 
This man was not a witness to· it nor was Mr. 
Tyler. 
The Court: I don't think the· foundation has been prop-
erly .laid yet. 
Mr. Tyler: Let me lay it a little better. 
Q. I will ask you this, Mr. Thomas. Does that picture you 
hold in your band there, Exhibit No. 6, show that portion· of 
Route 11 about a mile and a half west of Radford, several 
hundred feet west of the intersection of Route 11 .and a sec-
ondary route to New River Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, on the left-hand side of tl1e road up the hill is or 
is not 'there a pile of stone? 
A. On the right-hand side, yes, sir. 
Mr. Scott: You don't claim that stone pile has been there 
five years, do you, I\fr. Tyler .. 
B~r Mr. Tyler: . 
Q. Is there a house to the right of the bed of stone! 
A. Yes, sir, a small white house. 
J\fr. Tyler: vYe ai:;k that this picture be introduced. 
The Court: J\Ir. Tyler, I doubt that this is admi~sible be-
cause this witness has not identified this as being the same 
place wliere tllis allep:ed offense occurred, and as far as I 
could see., be could not be certain because he c}oesn 't know 
where it occurred. 
page 151} Mr. Tyler: "\Vell, is Your Honor excluding 
this 1 · 
The Court: I am goi~1g to exclude No. 6 . 
. Mr. Tyler: ·we except to th~ ruling. of the Court in exclud-
ing Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 for the reason that it was prop-
erly: identified by tl1e witness. 
By.Mr. Tyler:, . 
Q. Mr. Thomas, I hand you herewith a document which is 
briefly described' as '' Sketch of Route. 11 showing pavement 
Markings and Grades from Approximately 1. mile west of 
Z4 St1pre:rne Court of' Appears of Virginia, 
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Radford to appro~imately 1~8 _miles west of Radford'' and 
ask you to identify th~ same by stati11g to the Court wba~ 
it is. 
Mr .. Scott : If Y <>Ul" Honor plea.se, if this µian made this 
map- or supervised the making of it,. or has BJ1y knowledg.e. 
of his own, which he said he doesn't have, as to where this 
accident occurred, I might not have any objection to it. In 
view of the fact he doesn't know where the accident occurred 
and did not make this map, apparently he is not charg·ed with 
any responsibility for the map. It is 110 testimony he Las. 
'checked· the map against facts on the g-round.. As far as l 
can find, he can't tell when the map was n1ade.. Certainly the-
custodian of tbe map and not this man could testify as to 
that, and I must ol}ject to any qu~estions about this map .. 
The Court: I think J\fr. Tvler should have the· 
page 152 ~ ·right to lay the proper fotmdation if he can. 
Mr. Scott~ He should do it before he intro-
duces it in evidence. 
The Court: I am not allowing the map in evidenc~ yet 
until he lays the proper foundation. 
:Mr. Tyler: I have asked the· witness to identify it. I will 
ask the witness this. 
Q. Please tell the. Conrl just wlmt tJurt docum~nt repre-
sents mid where it eame from, how you got it. 
Mr. Scott: I am· objecting to him telling all of tl1at uutiI 
you lay the proper foundation. 
By the Court : 
Q. Did you mnke the map 1 
A. I taken the construction plan that road was built 011! 
some years ago and JrncT a tracing made- to show the· gTacle· 
line and plan of the road at tllat poinL 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Do you know wl1ether or not tllat sketch was made from 
the records of the State Hig·nway Department sl10wing that 
section of the road r 
A. I taken tiie plan I got out. of the Christiansburg Offices 
and had the boys to trace it. They gave it back to me irr 
about two, or three days·. 
Q. You know it was taken from the official records of thei 
Highway Department so far as that road was· concernecH 
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.A. I have the original plan I taken it from in 
page 153 ~ my car now. 
Mr. Scott: I will ask you to introduce· the original -qnder 
the best evidence rule. 
Bv the Court : 
.. Q. You say you havo the original in your car! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Can you produce it1 
A. In about five minutes. 
(A five minute recess was taken.) 
By Mr. Tyler: . 
I • ' 
Q. Mr. Thomas, I believe you testified in effect that the 
plans from which this sketch was taken were in your posses-
sion. I ask you to examine those original plans that you se-
cured from the Highway Department with the sketch and 
state to the Court whether or not the sketch shows accurately 
those plans or a portion thereof. 
A. It .shows the exact conditions on one sheet of the plans. _ 
Q. One sheet of those plans? 
A. It does not show the entire project. 
Q, In other words, those plans not only show the surf ace 
.of the l1ig-hway but the cuts and fills, is that correct 1 . 
A, They show the grade lines and cuts and fills. This is 
one sheet here which takes in 84 here and begins at 60, which 
is t~is point he;re. . · 
page 154 ~ Mr. Tyler: ·we ask that the exhibit be filed; 
the document be filed as "Plaintiff's Exhibit 
No. 7". 
By the Court : Q. Is that a correct reproduction of the original that you 
brought to CourtT · . 
A. It is a tracing of the roadway and grade lines taken 
from there. Yes., sir. 
· The Court: Do you have any objection ·to the filing of the 
reproduction, Mr. Scott 1 
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Mr. Scott: I have no more objection. to the reproduction 
than I would to the original at' this point, having seen them 
both, but at this point I would· object to this for the same 
reason that I would object to the original, that this man is 
not the keeper of those records, or we don't know what 
chang·es have been made in these roads. Vv e don't know 
whether these plans \and sketches were ever . carried out, and 
in view of the fact that if anybody there told this man any-
thing, it could only be hearsay. I don't think he is attempt-
ing to prove it by the proper person, who would be the cus-
todian of it or the man who made it. · 
The Court:· The Court have all relaxed the rule, I think, as 
to official records, and this witness has testified that this is 
his official record of the State Highwav Depart-
page 155 ~ ment. Consequently I am going to let it be intro-
duced. 
Mr. Scott:· Objection and exception .. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Could you state to the Court whether or not the road 
bed has been changed by the Highway Department since 
March 14, 1947' 
A. No, it has not. 
Q. In other words, th(lsc pl~ns would show all changes, 
would they not7 iji It 1 
A. There have been no changes. It is under construction 
now but it is a new location. At that point they would be the 
same conditions. 
Q. Now, taking the_ section of the road from the intersec-
tion of secondary_ Route 624, which is the road that leads to 
New River., on up to the crest of the hill, station approxi-
mately 75, could you state to the Court whether or not a 
motorist could pass with safety a car immediately in front of 
him proceeding westwardly? , 
Mr. Scott: I object to that as calling for a conclusion of 
this witness. He is an ordinary layman,- not any expert. Let 
him tell what he saw there and what exists and how far you 
can see, and then I think tl1e other is a matter of conclusion. 
· The Court: I think the objection is well taken. 
page 156 ~ It would depend upon circumstances under which 
the passing- was attempted. 
Mr. Tyler: We except to 1:he ruling of the Court. ,vm you 
answer that question Y 
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{ The last question w.as read back by the Report.er .. ) 
A. It could not. 
Q. What sight distance would he have at a point approxi-
mately 150 yards west of tp.e said secondary route! 
A. 500 feet is about what we checked it. 
Q. That is the distance. What sight distaneeY 
A. 500 feet. ' . 
· Q. Would that be sufficient to pass in safety at that point? 
A. No, sir .. 
:Mr. Scott: I object. He is still calling for a conclusion. 
'The Court: I am going to sustain the objection. 
Mr. Tyler: Exception, 
Q. What sight distance would you have to .have at that 
' point in order to safely pass, accordinP- to your manual f. 
The Court-: He already said 800 feet. 
A. We restrict passing when the sight distance. ,becomes 
less than 800 feet, four and a half foot abo'tre the surface to 
another point four and a half foot above the surface. 
Q. Now, Mr. Thomas, you are connected with 
page 157} this type of work, which is safety program and 
the markings, of the highways of Virginia. I will 
nsk you whether or not in your opinion that if a vehicle pro-
ceeding westwardly on Route_ 11 at a point just west of Rad-
ford, approximately 150 yards west of the intersection' of 
Route 624, and passed a slowly moving vehicle immediately 
fo his front, would you say 'that that was a serious violation 
of the ~otor Vehicle Laws of Virginia? 
Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, that again .is a point 
your Honor has to decide. I think he is calling on this man . 
i:o do the Court's work. I object to him telling us anything 
except the facts. 
The Court: I think the objection is well taken, unless this 
witness is able to base his opinion ul)on the exact facts as they , 
were at the time of this alleged offense. . 
Mr. Tyler: Well, I believe I have narrated approximately 
all of the facts except the additional facts th~re were two ve·-
hicles rather than one that the vehicle moving west was pass-
2.8 .S\lp-reme· {](l)'ui,t or Appeals ol Vimginia 
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'1 
ing. With that ~dditional fact,. I will ask thij witness to an-
swer the question .. 
The Court: I am still going to sustain the obieotion. It is. 
understood that, bused on your agreement., he will go aheafl, 
and answer the questi.011 .. 
A. It could not have been done in sdcty, no, sir. 
Q~ It waij a sedous violation in your opinioni 
page 158 ~ A. Yes. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. You have &ssumed, for pnr:poses of your opinion, that 
there should be complete vj.sibility from eye height for a pe-
riod or distanee of 800 feet immediately in front of the ve-
hicle in an area where the speed limit is 50 miles an hour, and 
you assume the speed of 50 milel!) an hour, is that correct 1 
A. That is correct.. _ 
Q. That is also as~ruming it is a vehicle coming in each 
direction at 50 miles an hour; is that correct! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is the basis on wllich the standard is set up 
for two vehicles approaching in opposite directions, that the-
siglit distance should be- 800 feet. Don't you know it is a 
policy of law in this State to allow people to enter upon pub-
lic highways unless tl1ere is a vehicle approaching· within 500 
feet, and th&t this 300 feet was set up as a safe margin more-
thari anything else, that was put on extra so if peoplo did 
cross them they'd still have 300 feet of safety? Tl1at is cor-
rect, isn't i U · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There is a margin of 300 feet in het·e · to take care of 
that, and von don't know whether either one of 
pag·e 159 ~ these vehicles was making 50 miles- an hour or 
not. 
A. I don't know tlle speed. 
Q. You don't know whether any traffic was coming from 
the other direction or not. 
A. No, sir .. 
Q. And you know tlle margin of safety of 300 feet iR in 
there, -and if it is vehicles coming from opposite directions 
at fifty miles an hour, tl1ey can U$e that. 
A. That is right. 
Q~ Of course if a vel1fole is travelling at a Jesi:;cr speed, you 
_still have a greater margin of s_afety, haven't you Y' 
· Commonwealth of Virginia, etc., v. James E. Willis 29 ·. 
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A. Travelling at a slower speed 1 
Q. If the car you are passing is travelling at a slower 
speed., you have got a greater margin of safety; if Mr. Tyler 
said this car was travelling slowly, he'd still have a greater 
margin of safety, wouldn't he ·1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did that diagram you have there truly represent the 
state of that road, assuming you have got the correct points? 
A. I would say so, yes, sir. 
Q. How much of that road does that show in the way of 
miles? 
A. It shows approximately two-tenths of a mile. 
Q. ·Two-tenths of a mile. That road is straight 
page 160 }- for a whole lot more than two-tenths of a mile, 
isn't iU 
A. I would say around a half a mile there, beginning back 
next to Radford, as near as I recall. 
Q. You have got a straight road for at least half a mile. 
The place at which tlie cars were passed was on an absolutely 
straight stretch of road, is that correct, according· to what 
you were told 1 And the pl~ce pointed out to you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The place pointed out to you is what? 
A. 68. 
Q. I am going to ask you to put your initials on Exhibit 
No. 7 at that point. 
A. (The witness initials the diagram.) 
Q. Who pointed that out to you, that poinLon there? 
A. Mr. Ratcliffe went with me up there. 
Q. He pointed out that partic:ular point on the road to 
you1 
A. We made that trip on .April 5th, 1951. 
Q. All right. Now, this sketch here purports to show the 
grade of that road, docsn 't it¥ ' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Along the bottom here I see cortain markings. What 
do they represe.nt f 
page 161 }- A. Those are hundred foot stations. 
Q. Hundred foot stations. May I mark tl1at 
on there¥ The hundred foot stations are on .here between 
each one of these figures after you pass 60 until you get to 
70, and start ag·ain wit11 71, and each one represents a hun--
dred feet? ' 
A. That's right. 
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Q. .All rig·ht. Now I am going to ask you to look over here 
on this side of the map, o~ this grade, and I see that that 
is likewise ,divided into sections, with 1180, 1170, 1220, 1230, 
1240, and 1250, with a dividing line in between halfway points 
and ask you what would be the distance from 1160 to 1170. 
A. That would be ten feet. 
Q. Only ten feet. Then, in other words, there is grade 
for every hundred feet in length which has only a ten foot 
rise. · 
A. Well, it is straighter than that. 
Q. I ask you about the Reale. It is a hundred to ten? 
A. It is a hundred to ten, that's right. 
Q. So, on this map the gTade would appear much steeper 
than it actually is, because it is in any event only for every 
hundred feet of leng·th that this map represents ten feet in 
heig·ht. · 
A. That's .correct. That is a graded map. 
page 162 .~ Q. When you go to translate it, on here what 
mig·ht be a steep rise over to the point about 
where you said the accident happened, the rise is only about 
7 % , isn't it Y 
A. Seven per cent grade across in front of it, that's rig·ht. 
Q. We are facing weflt on this grade., the direction in which 
he is travelling, and it is uphill there, a grade of only 7%.! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do these two lines down the middle of that road repre-
sent a double white line? 
A. That's right. 
Q·. How long is that double white line? 
A. You mean how long is the section of line? It continues 
on around. 
Q. Let's say what we have got ~hown on here. 
A. We have a·bou t 2,400 feet sl10wn on here. 
Q. All right, for about 1,200 feet at least shown on here 
east of the point tllat you have marked as the violation point. 
there is a straight. stretch of road in there. , · 
A. Y~s, sir. 
Q. So, your lines a re much long·er than the . safe 800 feet;' 
they are actually 1,200 feet, is that correct? 
A. Well, the grade in there is what restricts the sight dis-
tance; it is not an alig~1ment of the road. 
page 163 } Q. You did not tell us that on vour direct ex-
, amination. YOU told US there were two factors.· 
The grade there is only 7%, isn't iU · 
A. Yes, sir. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION ... 
By Mr. Tyler: · 
Q .. I didn't understand you to state on cross ,examination 
that the passing could be effected at Station 6$. on that map 
in safety if the v,ehicles immecliately in front of the niotori-st 
were moving slow ]y., did I Y · · 
Mr. ScGtt: He didn't say that. He was not asl\ed that. 
The Witness.: No, sir. 
By Mr.- Tyler: 
Q. Now, if the motorist who did the passing. haµ come up 
behind those vehicles and he himself was holding a most mod-
,era te rate of speed, or slow rate of speed before trying to 
pass, and then he attempted to pass., it would take a greater 
distance to effect passing than if he were him~elf travelling 
3t the rate of 50 miles an hour ... 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mt~. Scott: This question has been asked. I don't believe 
His Honor understand it; I don't believe Mr. Tyler under-
stands it, or the witness understands it, and it contains so . 
many "ifs"' which are assumptions. There is no 
page 164 ~ such evidence in this case on. which to ·base the 
assumption that he used. It is a highly hypo-
thetical case which he is submitting here to this so-called ex-
, pert. I feel it is entirely improper when you add such things 
:as ''if''. It is if a bullfrog had wings, he wouldn't he built with' 
builtin shock absorbers like he 'R got. 
Mr. Tyler: This Court has the testimony ·of Mr. Willis in 
which he stated that 11e wa-s proceeding slowly up that moun~ 1 
fain. 
l\fr. Scott: That is not in evidence yet. 
Mr. Tyler: It is before t11e Court thou~:h. 
The Court : I think you will have t<;> go into the facts and 
<Circumstances more fullv than you have in order to have the 
Court rule that a proper question. 
{Witness ·excused.) 
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a witness called by and on behalf of the Commonwealth, hav-
ing first been sworn, upon. examination testified as follows ~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Please state your name, occupation and residence.. · 
A. William L. Groth, Captain of Safety Engineers, State· 
Police, Richmond. . 
page 165 ~ Q. How long have you been with the State 
Police, Captain Groth t 
A. Since 1934. 
Q. What does your present work consist of chiefly! 
A. I have charge of the safety activities of the State Police,, 
which in~ludes analyses of all accident records, motor ve-
hicle inspection, plans of action and prevention programs and 
adµiinistration of the Governor's Highway Safety Program-
Q. How· lqng have yon been. connected with that type of 
work with the State Polic.e Department! 
A. Since 1942. 
Q. Have you been, or are yon now connected with any 
safety association t 
· A. Well, I have served in several capacities, as President 
of Virginia Society of ~af ety Engineers ; as Chairman of the-
Police Division of the National Safety County, and as Chair-
man of the Traffic Section of the National Safety Council; 
Chairman of the Engineering Commi.ttee of America, the As-
sociation of Motor Vehicles Administrators; as a Guest Lec-
turer at the National Police Academy on Traffic Matters; as: 
a Consultant for the ENO Foundation on Traffic.Matters. 
Q. Are you familiar with the system used throughout the-
State of Virginia for marking and signs on highways Y 
A. I am .. 
page 166 ~ Q. Wlmt is the purpose of tJrnt system r 
Mr. Scott: · I object to that, what the purpose of it. It is: 
safety. Everybody knows that, also traffic control. . 
The Court: :Mr. Scott Jias answered the question so well, I 
will overrule his objection. 
· l\fr. Scott: I think the Supreme Court knows too, Your 
Honor. · 
The Witness·: Control of traffic and safetv of· the· motorimr 
public. .. ,., 
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By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. ·what is the effect sought by placing solid double lines, 
parallel lines, on the travelled portions of the highways f 
A. To separate traffic and to warn the driver that he is 
entering an area which would be extremely dangerous to at-
tempt to pass. · 
Q. Is there auy specific statute that makes it a violation 
for a motorist to go to the left of a double line so placed? 
.A. There are, to my memory, two sections of the Virginia 
Motor Vehicle Code, one which makes it illegal to cro.ss to the 
left of the solid lines, and a aecond provision in the reckless 
driving that makes it reckless driving to pass on 
page 167 ~ the crest of a hill or a curve or in areas where 
the sight distance is restricted. I do not recall 
the exact section numbers. 
Q. Do you have any statistics concerning the accidents that 
are caused by the motorists going to the left of these double 
lines Y 
Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, I am going to object to 
any statistics of that Rort. The question before this Court-
The Stipreme Court hm; repeatedly said the purpose of the 
statute is to deny the use of the highway to persons shown to 
have been so reckfoRs in their customary driving that a repeti-
tion of th~ same or similar acts may constitute a menace to 
the safety to otherR, intended to apply only to clrivers ·who are 
unsafe. The facts the statute contemplates must be proven 
by clear, reliable evidence. His statistics may have been 
gathered from all o-ver tlle State, and may be areas where it 
would be extremely dangerous and almost criminal for any-
body to cross a double line. There is no evidence in the rec-
ord in this case that this place is any unusually dangerous 
place. In fact., the· evidence which has so fa1' been introduced 
bv the Commonwealth is to the contrarv. 
· The Court: I tl1ink the Court will h·ave to decide this case 
on the facts of this particular case, not upon statistics as to 
what may have happened ~·enerally throughout the State, so 
I will sustain the objection. 
page 168 ~ l\fr. Tyler: ·we except to the Court's action. 
The Co1ut : Answer tl1e question. 
The ·witness: Statistics compiled by the Department of 
State Police from all a<1count~ of tl1c reports submitted bv 
both individuals and police officers sliow that from 71,{) to as 
high as 10% of the accidents are caused by violations ~of one 
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or both drivers being on the wrong side of the road, which in 
the majority of cases is due to improper passing. . 
1 The Court: Do you mean that is in disregard of these 
double white lines? 
A. Not in all cases. Our analyses do not break. them down 
in accordance to crossing over a solid line; merely places one 
or both vehicles on the wrong side of the r.oad. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. As a matter of fact, Captain, the records show that the 
motorists throughout Virginia do adhere or obey the double 
line marking, do they not 1 
A. It certainly appears so. The Commonwealth has, in its 
promotional work,-
Mr. Scott: I am objecting to all this speech about the. Com-
- monwealth 's promotional work. 
The Court: I am going to sustain the objection. Let him 
go ahead and answer it. 
Mr. Tyler: We except. 
The "\Vitness : The Commonwealths in its pro-
page 169 ~ motional work, has attempted in the past eight 
or ten years to bring before the motoring public 
the purpose of solid lines and ask their cooperation in stay-
ing on the.proper side. That was done once by the Commis-
sioner of Motor Vehicles sending out information with each 
set of license plates. It was later copied in the question and 
answer book, which is used in the examination of drivers. It 
has. been published in ''],acts You Need to Know" and in 
"Let's Learn to Drive", which is a standard Virginia text-
book. It has been run on the back of inspection stickers so 
every motorist bas ample opportunity to be familiar with the 
provisions of the law. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Isn't it correct to say that. that Jaw and the marking 
system contained in that particular point is so important that 
it has been emphasized as much as, if not more than, any 
other type of traffic violation ·or proposed violation? 
Mr. Scott: I object. 
The Court: I am going to sustain the objection. Let him 
answer. 
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The Witness:_ Certainly a larger .amount of attention has 
heen focused to the danger of this type of violation. than any 
other one violation we experience.. 
By Mr. Tyle.r: 
Q.. Where .double lines, parallel, · are placed on 
page 170 } a hig·hway on the crest of .a hill in accordance with 
the system followed by the State Highway De-
partment in placing those lines, .and a motorist passes a ve-
hicle by going to the left of the said lines., the vehicle that he 
passes is immediately in front of him travelling in the sa~ne 
· direction, would you consider that a serious violation -of the:. 
Motor Vehicle Laws of this State f . . ' 
Mr. Scott: I object to that as calling for an opinion. · 
The Court: That is expressing an opinion. 
Mr. Ty}er: · Go ahend and ans"\\~r it. . 
The Witness: As a Police Officer, I would consider it as a 
dangerous violation and would make an arrest if such a case 
occurred in my presence, 
"By the· Court: 
Q. It would be a violation of the law too wouldn't iU 
A. It would. 
"By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Well, Captain Groth, have you had occasion to examine 
tl1~t portion of Route 11 abont a mile and an eighth west of 
Radford, Virginia f · 
A. I have been over tl1at route; went over it on Thursday 
·of last W'eek, the area approximately a mil~ and a half west , 
of Radford on Route 11. · 
'})ag·e 171 } By the Court : 
Q. Just beyond the intersection of Route 624, 
isn't that the number of the road? 
A. I recall it is just an area just beyond the road that leads 
off to the Powder Plant. That would identify it from my 
'Standpoint. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Would you say that a motorist proceeding westwardly 
could overtake and pass with safety another vehicle pro-
ceeding in the ~ame direction at a point 150 yards -west of the. 
~econdary route leading to New River, described as No. 624? 
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A. I would say that it would be extremely dangerous on 
that highway at the present time to make- sucha pass. 
Q. I haud you "Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 n here and I willl 
, refer to point No. 1 made and initialed by l\L F. R. and ask 
you whether or not at that point a vehicle could be· passed 
with safety going by a1iother vehicle going west. 
A. I would say definitely not. 
Q. Would you consider if a vehicle passed another at that 
point proceeding west that ·that would be a serious act,. 
. wb~thcr or not that would be a serious violation of the Motor-
Vehicle Laws of Virginia? 
A. I would consider it so. 
page 17'/. ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scott:-
Still subject to those objections, I wrn cross-examine him_ 
Q. Whnt. did you say your name wasf 
A. ,villiam L. Groth. 
Q. They call you ,Captain Grotll? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You told us about some statistics, 7% of all accidents 
which occurred did so because one or two cars we1>e on the 
wrong· side of the road, is that correct? 
A. Ye~, sir. 
Q. Over what period of time were tI10se statistics gathered f 
A. Our reports are analyzed on the basis of 12 months,. 
annual year. 
Q. Tba t might vary from year to year f 
A. It will vary. It will vary from the 71/z% to as high as: 
10%. 
Q. And it Irns been oh, less than 7 % 1 
A .. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. And you have no brealrdown on tllat from which you 
can tell anytI1ing about how many of· those accidents occurred 
where there arc double white lines, Irnv~ yorrf 
A. We do not have at this· time. It would be 
page 173 f possible to secure such information. 
Q. You do not liave it at this time and this 7'fo 
represents accidents on narrow conntry roads, where one or 
more vehicles are on the wrong side, as well as other roads .. 
A. All rural highways are included in tiiat analysis. 
Q. So you actually have no figures on hmv. dangerous it 
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might be to cross your double white lines in this .State, 
.A... :N"o, sir. . . 
Q. Captain Groth, don't you know, as a matter of fact, 
that these white lines are set up with the safety margin of 
at least 300 feet for an area where it is assumed that it would 
be dangerous if two vehicles were travelling in opposite di-
rections at fifty miles an hour and one tried to pass over the 
white line. You know that, don't you 1 
.A. They are set up with a margin of safety, yes. 
Q. It would depend on what speed area you are in, as much 
as other factorsY 
.A... Yes, sir. 
Q. This being a 50 mile area, assuming two vehicles are 
going in opposite directions at 50 miles an hour, that is cor-
rect, isn't it t 
.A... Yes, sir. 
Q. There is still a margin of safety allowed. 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 174 ~ Q. So, if I wei·e passing a vehicle whirh was 
standing still, I'd still have a much greater safety 
factor than if we were going·, he were continuing up the road 
along side of me at 50 miles an hour. 
A. Definitely, yea. 
Q, And if he is making 50 miles an hour and I am making 
50 miles an hour, I shouldn't attempt to cross that white 
line if anybody is within 800 feet, ·but I still have a margin 
of 300 :feet safety. That is true, isn't iU 
.A... I don't believ~ that is quite true that you would have 
a margin of safety of 300 feet in passing a vehicle going 50 
miles an hour. 
Q. I{ you were 800 feet apart? . 
.A... Approaching traffic¥ At 50 miles an hour, you'd be 
travelling approximately 75 feet per second, and in attempt-
ing to pass another vehicle at 50 miles an hour, it would .be 
necessary for you to drive way in excess of 50 miles an hour 
in order to pass that vehicle, in that distance. 
Q. Yes. If we are assuming that the vehicle we are pass-
ing is going much less than 50 miles an hour and the other 
car approaching from the opposite direction is going at a. 
. lesser speed than 50 miles an l10ur, then the mar-
page 175 ~ gin of safety increases, does it not 1 
A. Providing the passing car is running at a 
considerably greater speed than tl1e vel1icle it is passing. The 
slower the speed of the car that pulls out into the passing 
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lane, the greater the length of time it will remain in that ]~ne; 
of course. 
Q. The slower the speed of the .car he is passing and the 
slower the speed of the approaching car, the more chance he 
has to make it in safety? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And if he was passing a car going at a very slow rate 
of speed, it mig·ht be safe to pass; whereas if" that man was 
going 50 miles an hou:r, it certainly would not be safe to pass. 
That is correct, isn't in 
A. Well, it would be another factor that would have to 
enter into that. That would be the factor as to the approach-
ing vehicle, if there were one in the case, how far off it was 
and the distance between them. 
Q. If no other vehicle was within a half a mile when you . · 
start around a slowly travelling· vehicle, even though it is a 
double line there, you don't tell the Court that is a great 
· hazard to traffic, do you? 
A. It is no .way ?f determining wl1ether the other vehicle 
would be a half a mile away at any spot where a vehicle cou]d 
be hidden over the brow of a hill or around a 
page 176 ~ curve. That constitutes your hazard. 
Q. If you have been keeping your eye on it a . , 
long time and there is no traffic in the dip, you 'have got a 
m·argin of safety? . · 
A. If you. knew definitely that you would have a margin of 
safety; it was no other traffic approaching. 
Q. You don't know where this accident happened except 
where vou were told. 
A. That's all. 
Q. It is happened at a different spot, your opinion might 
be ·entirely diffe·rent? · . 
A. It could be. 
RE-DIRECT EXAl\UNATION. 
By l\fr. Tyler: 
Q. Captain., if the two vel1icles tl1at were passed by a mo-
torist at Station 67 on tho plan there. and at the. point desig-
nated by'Mr. Ratcliffe in the picture, Plaintiff's Exl1ibit No. 1, 
if those two vehicles were driving very, very slow and a ve-
hicle came up bellind tl1em a11d then passed them by turning 
to the left of the donble line, tlte fact that they ·are going slow 
1 t]1ere doesn't make it safe, docs iU That point is on the brow 
of the hill. 
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A. At this point .as identified in the picture, my opmion is 
:any type. of pass would be dangerous. . 
Q. And a serious matter in your opinion, and would con-
stitute a serious violation of the law Y 
pag·e 177} A. Yes,, sir .. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
ByM~Sooti: . 
Q. Ev_en if one of them was standing stm, you ~d still say 
the same thiRg I · 
A. At that particular point that was pointed out to me, I 
would say that it is a dangerous violatio·n of the law to pass , 
:at that point. My conclusions there a:re based on the fact 
that it is possible in the dip over that hill to practically con. 
,ceal a car. 
( Witness .excused.) 
"\V. P. DAVIS, 
a witness called bv and on behalf of the Commonwealth. hav-
ing first been sworn, upon examination testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXA.MINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler! 
Q. Would you mind stating your name and occupation to 
.the Courtf 
A. Police Officer V{. P. Davis, Ro:;i.noke City. 
Q. How long· have you been a police officer in the City of 
Roanoke? 
.A. Ten and a half years. 
Q. Did you have occasion to arre,st Mr. James Edward 
Willis on April 2, 1948? 
A. Yes, sir., I wrote him a summons on the technical charge 
of reckless driving. 
page 178 } Mr. Scott: The same general objection. 
Q. Would you state the circumstances under which that ar-
rest was made to the Court? 
A. Well, the arrest was made at Chapman Avenue and 12th 
Street. We .put down a char~e of I reckless driving~ Sectiou 
7, to appear m Court and be tried by the Judge. · 
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Q. Would you tell the Court the poaitions of the cars whe:m 
you observed them there Y 
A. Well,.- Mr. Willis, he was going east on Chapman Ave-
nue and he had gone into the travel of Mr. Brown and both 
fenders were hit. Mr. Willis was damaged on the right front 
fender and Mr. Brawn was damaged on the left. Both of them 
were in their proper lane of travel in the. intersection .. 
Q. That is what Mr. \\Tillis stated? 
A. Well, that was the indication of the diagram where we 
checked the wreck., 
Q .. You got that from examining the streets a.nd the posi-
tions ·of the two Gfl.l'~ ! 
A .. ~es,, ah··. 
Q .. ·YQu: .are :ref erring to yom: note~ taken at· that time, are 
younoU 
A. That's right, sir .. 
· . Q. As I understand from what you stated there,. 
page 179 ~ Mr. Willis' car was proceeding eaat on Chapman 
Avenue! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Mr. Brown's car was proceeding north on 12th. 
A. Yes. Q. Were there any traffic controls at that pointY 
A. No, sir, there i$n 't .. 
Q. What time of day did that happen¥ 
A. It happened at 12 :30 A .. M. in the morning, shortly after 
midnight. 
Q. vVas there any evidence that J\fr. Willis had been drink-· 
ing at that timef 
A. I could smell a drink on both· of them, I don't know 
what extent, how many they ba:d. They weren't to the extent 
that they could be arrested as drunk on the street, but they 
· had bad a drinit .. 
Q. vVill you tell the Court if l\lr. Willis~ cTememio-r amt 
breath indicated he had been drinking? 
A. Yes, 'sir. 
Q. But not enough to arrest him for drunken driving. 
A. No, sir.. . 
Q. Do you recalT tlle disposition made of the charges· that 
you lodged against Mr. Willii;·f 
A. Well, of course, I am not tne. judge of tbo caRe. From 
our viewpoint, at me scene of" the accident, Mr~ 
page 180 ~ Wilfo; skidd~d 19 feet, applied the brakes before 
. the impact witli Mr .. Brown. We measured with:· 
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a tape measure and the measurement was 19 feet, and both 
cars then proceeaed going to the ·northeast corner at 12th 
Street and Chapman, coming to a stop approximately in about 
six or seven feet. · · 
Q. Well,. the traffic moving north on 12th Street and Mr. 
Brown at that ·particular point would normally have the right 
of way over traffic moving east on Chapman, isn't that cor-
rectf 
A. You are speaking of which one has the right of way, re-
ferring to the right of way? Wel1, Mr. Willis should give way 
to the right of him, if that. is what you mean. 
Q. Well, now, what did the Judge of the Police Court do 
in that case, do you recall? 
A. He fined Mr. Willis $10.00 for reckless driving. 
Q. Did he fine Mr. Brown 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know R. F. Pence of this city? 
A. Judge PenceY · 
Q. Is he the Judge of Police Court 1 
A. He was, yes, sir. 
Q. I don't suppose yon know bis signature, do you Y 
A. No, sir., I don't think so. I don't recall it this long a 
period of time. 
page 181 ~ Q. v,.r ell, I hand you herewith an abstract of con-
viction signed. by ,Judg~ Pence and ask you 
whether .or not that repreRents the action taken by the Polic9 
Court in the City of Roanoke in regard to the charges n;iade 
against Willis on April 2, 19.48. 
A. That is correct, yes, sir. 
Q. We ask to :file this as "Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8". 
(The .abstract of conviction is received in evidence and 
marked for identification as "Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8''.) 
Q. To what extent was the Bro:wn car damaged, 1\fr. Davis? 
A. Mr. Brown had a damage of $25.00. Onr estimate could 
have been wrong-; I don't know. · 
Q. He gave you that information at the scene of the acci-
denU 
A. No, sir, he didn't give it to us. It was an estimate we 
supposed .it would have been. "\Ve don't know. ' 
Mr. Scott: All of this is subjert to the general objection. 
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·By Mr. Scott: · 
Q. Mr. Davis, Officer Cregar investigated this accident with 
you,, I believe Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And at the time of this accident y~u made a report 1. 
.A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And in that report you reported car No. 2, which was 
not the ,,rillis car but the other car, failed to yield 
page 182 ~ the right of way, didn't you Y 
A. \i\' ell, I don't recall which one of us made 
·the State Report out. I know I had mine made up for the city 
down there. 
Q. And didn't you report in thatreport that there was no 
improper driving on the part of No. 1 car, which was the 
Willis cart 
A. Evidently Mr. Cregar made that one out .. I didn't check 
with him to see what he did do. I made the city one. I don't 
recall what he did do. 
Q. Have you got the city report available Y 
A. Yes, sir, it is in the file. 
Q. You did not see this accident, althoug·h you weren't very 
far behind this other man's car. 
A. Well, we were patrolling· that area. We came without 
receiving a call. · 
Q. J\fr. ·wmis' car was stopped within about 19 feeU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 19 feet of skidmarks and the damage to the other car 
you estimated to be not over $25.00. · 
A. Our estimation, yes, i:;ir. 
Q. The damage to Mr. "Willis' car you estimated as slight·? 
.A.. $70.00. , 
. page 183 ~ Q. Both cars were in motion at the time of the 
collision Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And the skidmarks were 19. feet, were measured -from 
where they -were first applied until where the cars came to 
rest, to the rear wheels of the car. 
A. Up to the impact._ 
Q. · And apparently No. 2 ]1ad not applied his· brakes at all. 
A. Didn't see any skidmark~ at all, no, sir. 
Q. That is all you know about itY 
A. About all I linow. 
Q. Since this accident I helieve there have been stop signs 
put up there which were not up there at that time; no traffic 
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ccontrol signs there at the inte.rsection at the time this hap-
·pened. 
A~ That's right, sir. 
Q. Mr. Davis, do you know this man (indicating Mr. 
Willis) t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does he drive the stre~ts of the city six days .a week in 
his business! · 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 184} Q. You have been on traffic duty a·good bit¥ 
A. I have been working in areas where I have 
seen him, yes, sir. 
Q. He makes a great number of deliveries downtown, does 
he not7 
A .. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. Have you ever had occasion to stop him or reprimand 
him or talk to him or arrest him for any traffic violation Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If he had been a habitually reckless ·driver, it was no 
reason why you shouldn't arrest him the same as on this 
night? 
A. That's· right. 
· RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler~ 
Q. · Mr. Davis, one question. You stated that the damage 
- was slight, I believe~ to the vehicles. You don't know the ex-
t~nt of the damage, do yo1;1 Y You haven't seen any repair 
bills; you don't know what 1t amounts toY 
A. No, sir, just as estimate we passed on. I don't know 
whether it is correct or not. · 
Q. It could have been much more than that? 
A. It could have been, yes, sir. It usu~lly is. 
page 185 } Q. It was large enough for you to make a re-
· port to the city. You don't make the report -to 
the State unless the damage is more than what? ~ 
A. More than $25.00, I believe it is. 
Q. ,Isn't it $50.00Y 
A. $50.00, yes, I believe it is. 
Q. $25.00 on each is what I was figuring on .. 
(Witn~ss excused.) l ' 
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MURRELL F. RATCLIFFE, 
having been previously called as a witness on behalf of the 
Commonwealth, upon being recalled testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION, 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Mr. Ratcliffe, you testified heretofore in this. case t 
A. Yes. 
Q. You described an instance where you arrested Mr .. 
W.illis g~ing· up the hill west of Radford. In your description 
oftbe road bed at that time, !·believe you stated where wer~ 
some lines h1 . th~. :wad.. What type of' lines were they i 
A. It was doµb1e, · solid lines . 
. ii 
· CROSS EX:A.MINATION .. 
By Mr. Scott~ 
Q. You mean jnst two linest 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 186 i (Witness excused. J 
W. P. DAVIS, 
having previously been called as a witness on behalf of the 
Commonwealth, upon being recalled testified as follows: 
By Mr. Scott: _ 
. Q. Mr. Davis, this wreck occurred back in '48. Yon made-
a report to the traffic department at that time., did you not¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now that you have bad an opportunity to go down and 
get the record, that record made at the time designates the-
Willis car as Ca:r; I going east on Chapman A venue, is that 
correctf 
A. Yes, sir, he is on Chapman. 
Q. And designates Car 2 as tlle other car going north on 
the side street, 12th Street. 
A. Yes, sir~ 
Q. On that report yon report Car No. I is guilty of no vio-
lation aud Car No. 2 was guilty of violating the right of way;: 
that is your report. 
A. That's what l made out. 
Q. Your mind was fresher then than it is today i· 
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A. Ye~, sir. _ 
page 187 ~ Q. All right. At the same time did you make 
a report to the State of Virginia to the same ef-
fect, that Car No. 1 was without fault and Car No. 2, the one 
not driven by Mr. Willis, was guilty of not yielding the right. 
of way? 
A. That is what we put. . 
Q. Have you had an opportunity to examine copies of the 
record you sent in? It is in your handwriting. 
A. Yes, sir. · 
RE-DIRECT EX .. ~MINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Mr. Davis, in your accident report to the city, 'you re-
port on that date that there was no. control present, traffic 
control present at that intersection. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you also reported there that the Brown car was 
proceeding north on 12th Street, the Willis car ·proceeding 
. east on Chapman Avenue.· 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, for some reason you stated here Vehicle No. 2, 
which was the Brown car, did not l1ave the right of way. Was 
that an error on your pnrt or was it correct Y 
A. I don't -recall whether it was an error or what. I don't 
know why. I forgot what the fellows stated about the acci-
, dent. . 
page 188 ~ Q. The fellow bemg Mr. Brown? 
A. Yes., sir. 
-Q. But you remember Mr. Brown and Mr. "\Villis .had ·both 
been drinking that night, is that correct? You remember that 
much? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All right. 
By Mr. Scott: 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Q. You did report their ability was unimpaired; that is 
your report to the State. 
A. Well, on this one h<?re, you ran see this- I filed from 
this one and from some notes that I had taken that thev were 
drinking, yes, sir. On this one it states that they bad been· 
drinking. 
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Q. But no charge was pref erred against either gentleman T 
A. ·That's right. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
·By Mr., Tyler: 
Q. Let me ask you this. That city ~ccid~nt repo~t was 
taken from your n9tes that you: made at the time1 
A. Yes; sir. 
· page 189 } Q. Which you have referred to in your 'direct 
' · · examination f 
A. Yes, sir, on this one. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. · 
By Mr. Scott: . 
Q. You made the report to the State and you made one to. 
the city, did. you not? · 
· . · A. Yes, sir. We filled it out first, then I filled this one out 
later, which I took my notes from. 
(Witness excused.) 
C. E. BROWN, 
a witness called hv and on behalf of the Commonwealth. hav-
ing first been sworn, upon examination testifie~ as follows: 
DIRECT EXAl\f.INATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Mr. Brown, plea~e state you_r name and address. 
A. C. E. Brown; 1515 ·watts A venue. 
Q. What is your occupation Y 
A. Railroad clerk for the. Norfolk and Wes tern. 
Q. Were you involved in an accident which occurred on 
April 2., 1948,' at the intersection of Chapman Avenue and 
12th Street with a car driven by Mr. James Edward Willisf 
A. Yes, sir. · · 
Q. Did you have your car repaired f 
A.. Yes, sir. 
page 190 } Q. Who repaired it? 
A. A. R. Hall. 
Q. Do you recall how much you paid Mr. Hall for repair-· 
ing iU .. 
A. I don't remember exactly. 
,, 
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:Q. I hand ·you herewith photostatic copy of what appears 
~ to be a -bill from :Mr. Hall on the date of April i9th for a 
Plymouth Coach .ow11;ed by C. E. Brown, and ask you whether 
or not this is the bill and whether it was paid. 
A·. Yes, sir, that is the bill. It has b.een paid. 
Q. W.e ask that be ,:fi~ed as ."Exhibit No. 9" .. 
(The bill is received in evidence and marked for identifica-
tion as "Plaintiff's Exhibit No .. 9" .. ) 
Q. What is the total of the bill? . 
A. $230.30. 
Q. That is all 
, Mr. Scott: Your Honor, subject to the point I have already, 
made that all of this is improper> I want to cross-exami:p.e 
.and then .examine the man~ · 
CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Sir, he has asked you about this bill of $230.00, the re-. 
pair for your car. Y 6u did not call on this gentleip.an here to 
pay it, did you? 
page 191 } A. No, sir. . 
Q. The insurance company paid part, and you 
paid the rest. It is $50.00 deductible? 
A. $100.00. 
Q. You paid $100.00 of it yourself. You haven't called on 
him to pay iU 
A. That's right. 
Q. I have been told this-I don't know whether it is a fac; 
but I want to ask you, if when this man was fined $10.00 down 
in Police Court you offered to pay half of his fine for him. 
A. When we got on the street, I offered to pay half of his 
fine for him, or to give him half of it back. 
Q. Was it anything· flagrant or extremely dangerous in the 
operation of this man's automobile when you collided at the 
intersection? 
A. Not that I know of. I saw bim just before we.hit, about 
the time we stopped. · 
Q. When you saw him, you were there, then you hit. It'has 
been soine intimation, that ·both of you had something to drink. 
Twouldn't ask you that if Officer Davis hadn't said ·something 
If you don't mind answering it t 
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A. I don't know about Mr .. Willis but about arn · 
page 192 ~ hour before the accident I had a couple of beers .. 
Q. Your driving ability was not impaired at the-
time Y 
A. Not in the least .. 
Q. Did he appear to be under the influence of intoxicants 
in any way, shape or form noticeable to you Y 
A. Not to me, no, sir. 
Q. Did he fix his own automobile· ·and you fix yours,. is that 
what happened? 
A .. That's right. · . 
Q. 1N as there anything in this: man '-s. conduct or hi his driv-
ing on that occasion which showed a disregard for the rights. 
of others. on the highway, a reckless disre·gard Y Or was this. 
just' an ordin~ry intersection accident 1 · 
A. I didn't .see bim driving. - I couldn't tell about his driv-
ing because we just met there.. When I first seen him, we: 
met in the inte1·section .. 
Q .. You never snw·him nntil yon hit t 
A. Just before we hit, time I could get my foot on the brake~ 
Q. He had time to apply his brakes and did! 
A. I applied mine but I was going uphill. 
Q. Afte:r you came together, how far did yon skid after 
you nitf 
A. Well, not very far. We was in the middle of the inter-
tion. 
page 193 ~ Q. Vvas anybody Imrtf 
A .. No, sir .. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Mr. Brown, the fact tllat the insurance carrier yon hact 
your car insured with and that Mr. Willis had his insured 
with was'one and the same company; is tnat true-t 
A. Yes·. 
• • 
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Mr. Tyler: C'onnsel for the Commonwealth desires to fiJe, 
in evidence berore this Court for its consideration the follow-· 
ing documents: First, Document entitled in 'brief, ''Hearing-
~ Before Mr. John A. Jamison, January 21, 1948, 3 :30 o'clock 
p. m.'',: and Document No·. Z "Re-Hearing,- oef'ore Mr .. John 
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A. Jamison, July 27, 19·48, 10 ;30 o'olock a. m. ", in the Police 
Headquarters, Roanoke, Virginia, consisting of ,five pages 
each, and ask that that be contddered by the Court. T.he 
Commonwealth of Virginia does not ask the 1Court tQ consider 
the accident reports that are filed along with th~ imswer made 
by the Commonwealth in this pJ·oceeding·, the fi1.1st answer. · 
Mr. Scott: If Your Honor please, I do not object at tp,is 
time to the filing of pape1,s which Mr. Taylor has tried to file, 
two certain papers, while to others I do seriously Qbject, .As 
to the notice of the hearing, at which time bia license tQ drive 
was suspended or revoked, I have no objection. As to any 
testimony in regard to an aocid~:nt at Pulaski or any other 
acoiclent in Roanoke on any date other than alleged in the 
notice, I do object. The notice to whieh I do not 
page 195 ~ object is the same notice that I quoted from the 
opinion of the Coui1 t of Appeals this morning~ 
There should be no trouble identifying that. · The suspension 
order under date of August 12, 1948, which bears No. 9 and 
initials DAK-Previons Record, to that 1 do not Qbject, nor 
do I have any objection to DAK Exhibit No. 10, which is a 
threatening· letter from the Division of Motor Vehicles, dated 
February 3, 1948. I object to all of the evidence taken at the 
first hearing of which due notice was not given, at which no 
legal action was taken, and which is not the subject of this 
appeal. As to the evidence taken at the second hearing, I 
object to all of the Commonwealth's evidence in regard to 
anything except such as what it set out in the notice of hear-
ing, dated July 16, 1948, which deals with an alleged conviction 
of reckless driving on March 14, 1947, in the Civil and Polico 
Court, Roanoke, Virginia. I object;· just as I objected this 
morning·, to the introduction of any of these exhibits which 
consist · of reports of police officers involved in, tha wrecks. 
I do not object to the one report made by Officer -Davis. 
Mr. Tyler: We object to it. It is an aocident report. The 
Court of Apeals said we should not consider it. I object to 
anythhig you say about it. . 
Tlie Court: The Court of Appeals has ruled 
page 196 ~ those reports made in accordance with the statute 
should not be admitted because it is no oppor-
tunity of cross-examination and, therefore, we will have to 
rule them out. 
Mr. Scott : Mr. Davis was here and was cross-examined. 
I .said I had no objection to it. If he wants to keep it out, it 
is all right with me. I want to object to all of the evidence 
taken at the hearing here in Roanoke City on which action _ 
was taken and from which we appealed, except for the evi-
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dence of one Mr. L. E. Bailey, who testified that Mr. Willis 
was a good driver. None of the other evidence is responsive 
to any issue in this case. If there is anything before . this 
Court, it is a specific charge which I admit did not exist. If 
the Court should do what seems unthinkable to me, and decide 
to consider evidence on those alleged offences, then the one 
issue remaining before this Court is whether or not he· was 
such an unsafe driver that his actions indicate he is a habitual 
· law violator, whose actions are . of such character they 
would g-reatly imperil the use of the ~ighway by the 
public, and on that issue, of course, the testimony of Mr. 
Bailey, that he was a good driver, would be properly ad-
missible. · ·, 
The Court: I am g·oing to take that matter under advise-
ment. The motion and objection covers so many different 
phases of the case, I am not going to · attempt 
page 197 ~ to pass on it now. Let's go ahead with our 
.evidence. 
"Hearing Before 1\Ir. John A. Jamison, January 21, 1948, 
at 3 :30 o'clock P. M. 
By Mr. John A. ·Jamison: Mr. Willis, I don't know 
whether y:ou are familiar with the Safety Responsibility Act. 
You may have heard of it as the so~called compulsory insur~ 
ance law where you have to file notice of insurance when you 
have an accident · · 
By the Defendant: Yes.~ sir. 
By Mr. Jamison: That act also has, in addition to the in- · 
surance provision, a section which allows the Commissioner 
of Motor Vehicles to give hearings to anybody accumulating 
a bad driving record for the purpose of determining whether 
or not their license should be suspended. .. 
JAMES EDW ... l\.RD )VILLIS, 
of lawful age, being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIR,ECT EX.A.MINATION. 
By Mr. John A. Jamison:, 
Q. Mr. Willis, it appears that yon were convicted of reek-
, less driving on March 14, 1947, in the Trial Justice Court of 
Pulaski. and that vou were involved in accidents in this State 
on July 25, 1946,."and August 14, 1947! We don't go behind 
thes.e convictions, but consider the Abstracts of Convietions· 
. . Comm't!>nweaTth ·of Vi.rgin"ia, :etc., v~ James E. Willis, 5i 
J ame.s E du,ard W iUis .. 
f 1;om the court.s .as the final word. However~ I want to ask 
you if you admit the conviction of reckless driving of March 
14, 1947? 
A. YeS:, sir.. · 
Q. How did you happen to :receive that conviction Y 
A. I drive for American News Company-drive 
page 198 } an international truck and was leaving Radford 
,en my way to ,v ytheville. I was going up this 
incline. It was in March and the weather was bad. This fel-
low was going about fifteen miles an hour and I pulled around 
to get ahead of him. I was going about twenty miles an hour 
~nd had the truck in- second gear. I went on .for, about a. mile 
.and was stopped.. I didn't -know why I was stopped. It was 
the Deputy Sheriff and I had crossed a double white line. I 
went to Pulaski and asked several people there what I should 1 
-do. They told me I could eoine that morning or the next F_ri-
-day so I went that morning and he asked me if I crossed the 
double line and I said "ves." 
Q. And you posted coliateral? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now you had an accident on the 14th of last July? 
A . .Yes, sir. 1 • 
Q. Did you send nn accident report in to the Division of 
Motor Vehicles r 
A. No, sir. That was one of the bad things about it.· This 
_past June they sent me a notice about it. I had orders to 
take the driver's name, etc. and· turn it in to my ·boss. This 
-also happened with the truck. I misplaced it or never sent 
it in. This past June when they sent for it I dug it up and 
sent it in to the insurance company. I neglected· to send in , 
the form. · 
Q. Did you know yon had to hand in a regular form to the_ 
Division of Motor Vehicles if the total damages amounted to 
'$50.00 or there was any personal injury? · 
A. You mean report it here in Roanoke? 
· . Q. No-you send the report to Richmond. · 
page 199 ~ A. I was aware of the fact; but I turned it in to 
him. · . 
Q. Your company apparently didn't send it in this time. 
A. Tlmt is right. I had my insurance company look into the 
matter for me. There was quite a mix up. 
Q. What happened in this accident Y 
A. It was down h{)te on Tazewell A venue. This fell ow evi-
dently came off the top of a hill and didn't have brakes. I 
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stopped bihi~cl the- oa.b and hij a.pplied brftlt~ij a.ud i;ipn rigllt 
up on my au.to0.;u~bilij, · 
Q. How do you know he dicln 't have brakes t 
A. He stated so to the police. We called the police a.nd 
they came d.ow:n't The boy said something 3;bout Qou1,'t and the. 
police told him that he Qould d<> a.a he ple~ed about it, but 
no jury would dQ t1nytbing about anybody eoIQ.ing off ~ hill 
when a mal;l, stopa ~till for a ligllt and deliberately run right 
into him .. The ac.Qiden.t I hiwe beau talking about hnpp~ned in 
1946. 
Q, Wluit abou.t the. aCJ0.ident you had on August 14, 194 7 ~ 
in whioh Y<>U hand .. ~d in a repo .. rt" You ..... &.· tiit~d you we.i·.e go.ing. 
west on Route i20 one uiile ea.st of Qlif!ton Fo:rga tuld met a 
truck which swerved into a cliff Qn hiF, right and s,vung arouncl 
. into thij front Qf -ya1w tnwk and you had to go off the road to 
avoid him ~J,If ~t,was impossible tc, go nn.y fu:rtber because of 
the emballq.i,nt on your right. Do yoll recall thatt 
A. Y es1 sir.. They summoned bqth of us. to Covington for 
reckless drivi~r It was betwQen Iron Gate and Clifto11 
- Forge .. This fellow passed the truck underneath 
page 200 ~ this Gliff.. ·when he out back I had come. to almost 
a complete stop. · The back of his truck swerved 
back and knooks into me nnd Ct\.'U$Qd m~ tQ ijwe.rve a,cross the: 
road.. He was. fined for reckless driving,. and they let me go~ 
Q. You w~re dfom.is$'ld t · 
.A.. Ye~, sir. . 
Q~ ·what was th" manfa :nmna involv~d in this aocidenU 
A. I have for gotten. lJe drove £or C .. & H. Produce Com-
pany .. 
Q. Ha,ve you, bad any other eonvic.tions. beside that one for-
reckless driving f 
A. No, sir .. 
Q, Have you bee.n arrested for apeedhig i· 
A. No, sir.. I nave been driving ever sil1ce I came- ont of' 
the Army.. I got ~ medical dfacbttrge and came home in 1943 .. 
I went to apply tol' a, pens;ion and was turned down. I ap-
plied for a joh with the N. & W. Railroad and other- piaoos: 
and was turned down becam;;e of my physical disability. I 
took thier joo Etnd bave been. ddving five· days a week for five· 
years and out of that time I I1av~ been caught onlv one time· 
for reckless driving and tlwn tbo1,e acoidents, which ware 
proved they were not rny fault and I liav-e a oerffficate fronr 
the Royal Indemnity Company for three years of good driv-
~ing.. . 
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Q. When did they give you a certificate f 
A. 1945 or 1946. 
Q. You had a good record up to that time Y 
A. Yes, sir. I don't know what happened after that. 
No further questions. 
Statement by 1\fr. L. E. Bailey1 owner and operator of a 
filling station: The onlv thing I can say is that I have to go 
out and service those trucks and quite a few times 
page 201 ~ I have to go at night. It looks like he is a jonah. 
I have followed him in town and he is a good 
driver. 
By Mr. Jamison to Mr. Bailey: 
Q. Do you know him personally 1 
A. He has been dealing with me going on four years. 
By Mr. Jamison to the Defendant: 
Q. Do you ·drink Y 
A. No, sir. 
By 1\fr. Jamison to Mr. Bailey: 
Q. You haven't seen him drive a car when he seemed any-
thing other than sober! · 
A. No, sir. 
By the Defendant: ,Just want to say that my father bought 
this home and I have been trying to help him pay for it. When 
I came home they didn't have a pension and I had to go to 
work.'' 
"Re-Hearing before Mr. John A. Jamison, July 27, 1948, 
10 :30 o'clock, A. M.: 
By Mr. John A. Jamison: Mr. Willis, you were granted a 
bearing on January 21, 1948, as a result of the following rec-
ord : March 14., 194 7, conviction of reckless driving; July 25, 
1946--accident and .Au:,rust 14, 1947-another accident. No 
action was taken bv the Commissione1· as a result of that hear-
ing except that you were written a letter of warning, caution-
ing you to be more careful in the future and that if vou were. 
convicted for any further violation of the Motor Vehicle Codo 
you would be granted anotl1er hearin~ at which time tl1e Com-
missioner might not be so lenient. Subsequently, on April 2, 
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1948, you were involved in another accidenf after 
page 202 } having been written the letter of warning and as 
a result of that accident you were convicted of 
reckless driving on April 9, 1948, in the Civil & Police Court 
of the City of Roanoke. Consequently, the Commissioner has 
cited you for another hearing as he stated he would do in his 
letter to you dated February 3, 1948. 
JAMES E. WILLIS· 
of lawful age, being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. John A. Jamison: 
Q. vVould you like to tell me about the intersection accident 
which resulted in the conviction of reckless driving on April 
9, 19481 
A. Yes, sir .. There was a car parked on my right and one 
around the corner. I slowed up and wasn't doing but twenty' 
miles an hour and this car came out of the intersection and I 
applied my brakes and the fellow struck me on the right and 
I was two-thirds across the street. It dented my fender a 
little. I have a heavy car. The. police were right behind him. 
They saw the accident occur. ·when he got there this officer 
came around to my car to see how much damage. He wanted 
to know my name and I told him. He asked me if I had been 
drinking and I told him I didn't drink one way or the other. 
He said this other fell ow looks like he has had quite a lot. 
Q. The man in the other car? , 
A. Yes, sir~ There was three other boys 'in the car and 
they all jumped out and ran. One was the detective's son 
here. A girl in my car recognized him when he got out of 
the car. As I said. my car wasn't damaged much, 
page 203 } but the other fell ow 's car was pretty badly dam-
aged in the front. Everybody left and the police 
said it was just an accident ancl we could settle it among- our~ 
selves if we wanted to. The fellow w~s kinda goofy in the 
head and said we could go down to see the Judge the next 
morning. The next clay he clmnged his mind. We both have 
insurance with the ~ame company. I talked to the company 
and didn't say anything about the man drinking, because I 
couldn't prove it. When we had the trial I told what hap-
pened. 
Q. Yon are satisfied he was drinking? 
A~ Yes, sir. 
\ .. - . . ... -
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Q. Y:ou know thaU 
A. Yes., sir. Two or thre.e days later one of these police-
men, I don't know which one but the girl knows ( she works 
.at the Greyhound Bus Lines and he was kidding her and say-
ing she was so small he didn't see her in the car) he said he 
knew this boy was drinking, because he had been following 
him for a l<mg way. In the Police Court the man made the 
.statement himself that he knew the police officers. were fol-
lowing him. . . · 
Q. You were three-fourths way across the intersection when 
:struck? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say you were driving how fast T 
A. Twenty miles an hour and the other fellow was going 
twenty-five. 
Q. That was on the 9th of last March? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How about this almost a year lacking three days prior 
to that oli the 14th of March, 1947. You got another convic-
tion for reckless driving? 
A. That was when! was driving for American 
page 204 } News Company going out of Pulaski, going across 
the bridge and around the curve. It was a rainy 
night and the road was muddy. _ I was going up· this long hill 
and a car was barely moving in front of me and I had to 
change gears to go around the fellow. I passed him on a long 
hill and didn't notice the · double lines. This fell ow followed 
me and I asked him why he stopped me and he said I passed 
him on a double line and he was the Deputy Sheriff. 
· Q. You had another ]1earingY 
A. Yes, sir-on the 21st of January. 
Q. On this last accident you had, it was about a week after. 
· the accident before you were convicted. Is that right 7 
A. Yes, sir. That is righ~. · 
Q. Were you convicted the next morning? 
A. About a week later. 
Q. These other two accidents in 1946 and 1947, tell me about 
them. 
A. One of them I was struck in the rear by thii:i car and my 
boss failed to report it to the Divhdon of Motor Vehicles. 
Q. Was that the one in 1946 or tl1e one in 19477 
A. I think the one in 1946. He failed to report it to. the 
Division and it was finally straightened out. We never met 
to court. The other man knew he was wrong. 
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Q. This other accident in Clifton Forge-what about that 
oneY 
A. This boy bumped me underneath the cliff on (I for get 
the road). It is going into Clifton Forge. He ran me up on 
this railing and knocked me all the way over the side of it .. 
He was convicted of reckless driving and speeding. 
Q. You were still driving for the American 
page 205 ~ News Company? 
A. Yes, sir. I have been a safe driver and I 
try to be. 
Q. You were not drinking at the time of this last accident"£ 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. You are sure about thatt 
A. Yes, sir. I can have three or four witnesses to that. 
By l\tir .. J amispn: I will take your word on that t'" 
. . A. ,v. GILBERT, 
a witness called by and. on behalf of the Defendant, having 
first been sworn, upon examination testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Scott : 
Q. I summoned you here.. How long. hnve yon been on tlie-
Roanoke Police Force! 
A .. Since October, 1943, with the exception of 11 months. 
that I was away from the force and refurnedr 
Q. Where were you during those months f 
A. In business for mvself in the ·wmiamson Road Section~ 
Q. Do your duties in the Police Department and as a Traffic-
Officer keep you on the streets of the City of Roanoke a great 
deal of your time? 
A. I am now on duty six days a weekin the downtown area .. 
Q. And-· 
A. Charged with the direction of all traffic. 
Q. Do you know Mr. ,vmisf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have yon known him and been observing him r 
A. I have known hini approximately for iyears~ 
page 206 r Q. Have you had an opportunity to observe llis 
operation of his automo·hile almost daily during 
that timet 
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Mr. Tyler: Your Honor, I am going to object to any evi-
dence concerning Mr. Willis' driving record since the hearing 
before the Commissioner's Representative, in. August, 1948. 
All evidence prior to that time I think is proper, but evidence 
concerning what happened since that time is improper. ' 
The Court: :Mr. Tyler, it seems to me that is a question for 
the. Court to decide, whether from this date on this man is a 
proper person to have a license to- drive a car, until this day, 
now. That is a question this Court is called upon to answer. 
Based upon the evidence in the case, I think that the manner 
of the operation of a car by Mr. Willis as of this date is as 
pertinent as it was in 1948, and probably more so, when he is 
older and more mature. In other words, if I should sustain 
you in this case, my order would be effective from this date. 
I would be holding that from this date on for such period as 
I might take his permit to drive away he was not a safe per-
son to be on the highways. It is not a question of punishment; 
it is a question of protecting- the public. 
Mr. Tyler: That is true but the Court itself 
page 207 ~ has prevented the Commonwealth from carry-
ing· the Ord.er of July or August, 1948. I want to 
state for the purpose of the record here that that point was 
stressed by counsel for Butler in the second frial and the 
Court itself down there said that Butler's conduct since th~ 
first hearing had been good, no convictions, and that was the 
basis upon which he probably acted. I don't know what was 
in the Court's mind down there. And the Court of Appeals 
apparently didn't take much stock in that, because they 
didn't say that, but for the benefit of this Court I want to say 
that that point about the exclusion of evidence wasn't di-
rectly raised, and so the Court of Appeals did not have the 
opportunity to pass on that. They can do so now. We will 
except to the ruling. That is all we can do. 
The· Court: If I am wrong, I am goit1g to admit it. As I 
have already stated, it seems to me any order I may enter in 
this case will be effective after this date and, consequently, 
that bis manner of operating rig·ht up to this elate is very 
pertinent. 
· Mr. Tyler: If I get the Court's reasoning, that case is a 
very good illustration1 where one of these bearings a.re held 
and the -Court in its wisdom stays the execution of the revo-
cation and the person bas a. reformation in his own habit of 
life and doesn't do anything, conducts himself 
page 208 ~ properly, which is what the real purpose of the 
· whole thing is, and then all he would have to do 
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is fiddle around for years and years, from month to month, 
and keep it on the docket for this excuse or that excuse, and not 
permit .or not have the thing heard, and then the Court will 
say, ''Well, I think inasmuch as this case has been pending 
· here for· twelve months, the man has a very good record, I 
don't think we should take his permit:'' 
Mr. Scott: The proof of the pudding-He wasn't a men-
ace to society on the road while you :fiddled;around and didn't 
bring this to trial. · 
. The Court: You ( addressing 1\fr. Tyler) wouldn't let him 
delay the matter coming· into Court even if he tried to, and, 
as far as I knowt th_e question ·has never been raised before, 
but it ·seems ve.ry clear to me that without going into details 
the ruling of the Court on this point is correct, but I am sub- . 
ject to be corrected if it is not correct. If you can satisfy me 
I am in error about it, I'll be gfacl to be hetter informed on 
the subject. 
Mr. Tyler: The only other way I can point out here, the 
Statute expressly states, I think in Section 46-420, the man's 
driving record prior to the issuance of the current driving· 
license is ·permissible, so you can go back as far as· you like. 
I don't know how far you ·can go forward, whether it is up 
. to the. time of the hearing or after. Of course in 
page 209 ~ fairness to the Court, it would work both ways. 
If the Court is reviewing the action of the Gom-
missioner, to justify the giving of complete relief to a peti-
tioner on. the ground that his driving record is periect since 
the hearing, wouldn't it be a very good ground. That is 
what all this evidence is intended for~ to show the man has 
reformed and is getting on better, which we are glad to know. 
The Court: I, of course, would take into consideration the 
fact he's had this case pending durin9" the past several years 
and naturally that would tend to make. him a more careful 
driver. That is a matter of consideration of evidence as I see 
it, and not a question of admissibility of evidence. 
Mr. Tyler: yv e except to the Court's ruling~ That is all 
we can do. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Mr. Gilbert, prior. to August 12, 1948, did, you have 
numerous opportunities to observe the driving conduct of 
Mr. Willis? 
A. I have had. 
Q. Just tell 'the Court in your own words what you had ob-
served in regard' to his driving on the streets of the C~ty of 
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Roanoke with regard to his observation of traffic laws, yield-
. . ing the right of way, having consideration for 
page 210 ~ other people, his conduct around redlights, and 
· his attitude toward the other motorists on the 
'Street, his attitude toward · the Police Department in the en-
forcement of traffic regulations. · . 
A. Well, I have never had occasion to issue a summons for 
this. boy, and he is on the streets almost continuousiy in his. 
work. He delivers and sells magazines for 'the American 
News Company. I have never had occasion to have any trou-
ble with him whatsoever and I find him very cooperative as 
. far as I personally am concerned, in his observation of traffic 
laws and general safety. 
Q. Did you ever notice his conduct around redlights, when 
ihe lights change? . · 
A. I have never seen him violate a redlight. · · 
Q. Did you ever see him try to even rush the amber Y 
A. Don't recall it if I have. 
Q. Have you observed anything in his conduct which would 
indicate that he is a potentially unsafe driver, or would he · 
~ndanger the use of the highway by others f 
A. I have not. 
Q. All rig·ht. Since October· 12, 1948, have you· notied any 
difference in his conduct in the. operation of a ;vehicle, in .the 
wav he used to be T 
A. He seems to conduct himself in the same manner. I see 
no change in him; have no trouble with him what-
page 211 -} soever. . 
Q. Does he deliver .newspapers throughout the 
downtown business section daily! 
A. I think mag·azines. He doe~, yes. 
Q. By the way, didn't you use to work on the police force 
up at the Powd.er Plant at Radford Y 
A. I did. I was there from February, 1942, until October, 
1943. . 
1 Q. Are you familiar with the road that the Sheriff was 
talking about here this morning1 . . · 
A. Very much so. 
Q. You have seen these pictures Mr. Harmon had and 
heard his explanation. . . · · 
A. I saw them on your table a moment ago. These pic-
tures, from my viewpoint, are·very, you might say; misleading. 
I mean I can't recognize that highway by one picture of the 
highway. It has been some drastic changes in that highway, 
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Your Honor, since I was familiar with that.. I have· passed 
through there occasionally but not too often. There has been 
another intersection made but the general contour of that 
road is the same, yes.. · 
Q. Do you notice here in the fore ground of Photograph 
No. 2, where the round stack house is located, and this is th& 
old road not the new cutoff towards Radford, would that 
identify that photog1·aph for you T -
page 212} A. If that is where it is,: yes. That is where 
.· Mr. Harmon tells the picture was made. from. 
Q. If this photograph No. 1 shows the filling station in the-
f oregrounq.,: ·w.~lcb can be seen in here at this point which I 
indicate-· .... 
A. It should be a hove tl1is place possibly um yards:.. 
Q .. Westt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q: Did your duties at tne Powder- Plant call on you t()l 
patrol that road a great dealf · 
A. I was .on the motorcycle patrol over there. At the time 
I was there this intersection we are talking about which is: 
used now, the intersection of No. 11 Highway and the road 
going into Radford Ordinance Works, wasn't there · then .. 
There is an old road which goes up you can see it in the back-
ground of this picture which is connected into No. 11, possi-
bly 200 feet from where this picture is supposed to have been 
made. One of my duties was to direct the flow of traffic at 
that intersection or at least the ones going towards Radford 
in an easterly direction. All the change of shifts at the Rad-
ford Ordinance Works. I have patrolled that piece of highway 
and also directed traffic at the intersection on numerous oc-
casions .. 
Q. Was it anything unusual for motorists, in your obser-
vation, to cross those lines? 
A. Well, when that shift was over there,, it was just, you 
might say, a river of cars leaving that plant, and they prac-
tically made a one way road out of that thing·~ 
page 213 ~ It was somebody on that side all the time. It 
wasn't unusual at that time of day and on other 
occasions when I had been down on patrol, I have seen 
plenty-
Mr. Tyler: We object to this" testimony concerning con-
ditions at the ;Radford Plant during the war period. 
Mr. Scott: You said the roads and lines had not changed.. 
Mr. 'Xyler: The witness says the same· thing .. 
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The Court: I think this is .a iµatter of GOnsideration of 
e'-:hien~ ag~in rat}l~r tl~an ~.s t~ the adn1issibitity Qf it. I. 
will .ta4e into .consideration the facts as they existed accord-
ing~ to his testimony. 
The Witness: The men on motorcycles were taken to 
Pulaski and also ChristiatiQtttg a11tl give:p. the powers of ar-
rest in both counties, as well as well as Government reserva-
tion, which without that power you could not make ilh arrest 
ot'f the reE;ervatiort: The only arrest we'd make on that was 
drunken driving or. e~trein~ · speedh1g but not minor traffic 
infractions. They didu 't like that because it took us away 
fro1,11 the job. Oonseque)).tly I rµade no arrests o.n crossing 
that line throug·l) there; . It w~sn 't _too unusuaL I have never 
checked an accident on that bill. There ate several htfndi·ed 
yards of that road from the p,oint of thi$ picture .here to tpe 
, top of the hill where it makes a left turn. It 
page 214 } 1vasn..'t too wid~ and not too smooth at that time 
but I never had occasion to check an accident on 
that strip of road. · 
Q. I am going. tij ask you to assume this viqlation did rlot 
happen at th~ p9iht indicated by the D~puty Sheriff but· hap-
pened east of there, much nearer to R~dfbrcJJ down on the 
R~~noke side; w~ '11 say; 01·. the eastei'ly side of that ri.ew road 
which is cut .in there, wliich wou1c1 be· a road whibh no where 
appears ih tpose pictures. Are you familiar with that road'. 
tdd east of the new road f 
.A. Very much so .. 
_i\tt~ T~ie1~: We wartt to object to the testimony concerning .. 
other points on that road that there's not ljeen any t,estimuny 
about before the Court: 
Mt. ,Scott : . I will vouch the i·e¢ord this man . is gdfug to 
testify the accident lmppened at a poiht east of there~ 
The Court : Go abetid. I t11ink the qfiestidn is prop{!t. 
The ·witness: . · Below the hew intei·sectio11 put ill since I 
was there there is a curv"e in the ne,v intetsectiori. The· road 
conies down relativelr sfraig·ht to this ne,v intersection, 
.makes a curve to the right when you a1~e. travelling eastward 
or toward Radford, arid g'O~s sevctal liunt1tecl yards prat!tic-
ally straight again before niakihg aridther slight dght turn. 
Q~ On that straig:ht stretch of road is there ahy 
page 215 t particularly riimsuaUy dangerous condition f 
. A~ No more so than this hazard throug·h here, 
about the same quality and type of road. 
Supreme Court of Appeals· of Virginia 
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Q. No steep grades partieular ly f 
A. If anything, this in this picture is slightly steeper than 
it is between the: new intersection and on the lower straJght 
stretch there. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
.Q. You stated that you observed-served as a police. officer 
in the City of Roanoke since October., 1943. 
A. That's right. 
Q, You couldn't state as a fact whether or not Mr. Willis 
was never convicted in the Police Court downstairs Y 
A. Definitely not. · 
· Q. You don't know nbout thaU 
A. No. 
Q. "¥ou said that l1e did rush the amber light? Is that what 
you stated? 
A. I did not. , 
Q. How lo~g have you b~cn observing "TiUis' driving f 
A. I have lmo·wn him, as I stated, approximately 7 years~ 
Q. You have known him? · 
page 216 ~ A. I nm talking about watching him drive. He 
has driven a car periodically ever since I have 
known him. I haven't seen the boy every day but I have seen 
him on numerous occasions and have observed him and his 
driving habits ever since I have been on the force the 7 ye.ars 
I mentioned. 
Q. You stated that the rond just east of this filling station 
in the picture there was the character of road passing couldn't 
be made· in safety¥. 
A. No, sir, I made no ~mch statement. 
Q. Now, are there double lines at the point you described.? 
A. There is a double line all the wav. · 
Q. Why is that double line there, officer? 
A. As your Captain Groth said here: to separate the traffic 
and prohibit passing, of course. 
Q. Did you state to the Court that while you were a police 
officer at the plant tl1e traffic came out of there so fast it 
made a one lane of that wl10le M~·hwavf 
A.. I didn't say anything about speed. 
Q. I.mean a one way lane of traffic towards Pulaski. 
A. You could see some one on the left side of that line 
practically all the time. Our main purpose was to keep the 
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:stuff· moving along. It would jam up· and block the highway 
there. 
page 217} Q .. You didn't. mean to state that you directed 
the tr~c into the left lane! · 
A. 'No, n-0. We rode through and tried to keep it in one 
lane. It has next to impossible to do so.. That was at the 
time when the shift was leaving the plant, hundreds of cars. 
Q. Very fort~nately very little traffic, or non~ was coming 
the other way .. 
A. Yes, sir • 
. (Witness excurod.) 
. _ J~ L. C. MEDLEY, 
:a witne·ss called by and on behalf of the Defendant, having· 
nrst been sworn, upon examination testified as fallows: 
DIRECT EXA1\ITNATI0N~ 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Are you a police officer? 
A. That's rig·ht. · 
Q. How long have yon been working traffic in the city t 
A. Since December, 1946. 
Q. How long have you been a police officer in the. cityt 
A. Since November 15, 1942. 
Q. Are you still a police officer in the City of .Roanoke t 
. . A. Yes, sir. · · 
page 218} Q. J\fr. Medley, have your dutie.s as police of-
ficer acquainted you with M:r. Willis, the gentle-
man here? 
A. That's rig·ht. 
Q. During most of the time you have been on the police 
force have you ob.served him operating that vehicle of his in 
which he delivers magazines for tl1e News Company?· 
A. Yes, sir, I observt~d him. 
Q. How many days a week do you work Y 
A. Six days. We are allowed four days a month off, ap-
proximately six days a week. _· 
Q. Have you worked downtown traffic anyY 
A. Yes, sir, I worked down the:re about three years straight. 
Q. Did it take you in and out among magazine stands, hotels 
and other places that vend magazines! 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q~ ~uring that time have Jbl:i ebser\ted Mr-. \Villis here t 
A. I have.. . 
Q= I want you to just tell the Jbdge honestly in yuur owpi 
words what you observed about. his c~hdttct as a driver with 
- regard to his fespe~t for .. the tights c;>f others; on th~ 4iglrw~Y 
. and ~afetr of· others on the higl;lway~-9.( lliis ~ity ~ 
page 219 } A: "ren, l have nev.er seen Ur: Willis. violat~ 
· anr ef ·the frafifo ordil)ances: _ I have obsei;'\Ted 
him on the streets on several occasions and not enly thAt, .at 
the present time I am in the traffic car and I work. all the 
sections of the city and I see Mr. Willis in other sections of 
the city, not only dqwntown, but in all se.etions __ Qf the citf: 
Q. All right, from your observation of him will you tell the: 
Judge what kind of driver he is 1 . 
A.. He is a ··eareful driver as far as I know.; I have never 
seen him viE>Hite: .any. of the a1·~in~ne_es.. . . 
Q. As a mattet of fact, hasn't his driving been so outstand-
ing that is how you got. to wat~hitig liim aiicl got to know him r. 
A. Yes, sir., I knew he did have some trouble, had an ac.ci-· 
dent or something. I have noticed his driving~ I t1ev.¢i: ud-
ticed him doing anything wrong 9r 01;tt qf the w.ay.. I. have· 
had occasions to follow him and he didn't even knaw I was 
behintl him dn ·wmiamson Boadt 
· Q. Mr. Medley, did you wori{ at Rrl.df~rd a w1JfJe{ .. 
A~ I wedted at N~w River 0rdina:r:ice Pl~nt at :Qubliti. 
Q. Do you \di.ow this road they have been talking about 
ht:!re L ... ~ . . . . 
A .. Yes, sir, I travelled it 18 months twice f,t day . 
.. Q~ Ybn. sar . th~~e pictures tliere wt.ere~ the , 
page i320 ~ Depli.tt elai:ai~cl thiA t,re{!l{ happenetl. Is ·there· 
anything particularly dangerous about that 
stretch of road, straight stretch of road f . . 
A; Well, you c~n1 s~e. for a considei:able dist~nce thf're. It 
is a. fft>tibl~ line alJ rjght I don't think it would be d~JJ.g·erous 
as far as being tlaug;erchis if ytm cdlild pass artd _tlidtr''t s~e1 
anything coming. You can sec, a$ I say; a good distahce in 
case yon did want to. p~ss; . .. . . 
Q. Coming on. ba~k dowh on th.e Roanolfe side of t4e .new 
road that it cut in there over at Radford; is tliat toad there 
any m9re dangerous titiln the road you just deseribed r 
A. No; sir, I clon 't. think ~o: . 
Q: Practicailr straight; is it not; hq ~:r¢at amdnilt df grade 'I' 
A. After you get away frQm t.h~ bridge, yes, .it is an the· 
way up to the top of· the hill. There's a few. dips itt it; a 
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couple of dips, but it is no bad curve or anything until you 
get to the to·p of the grade. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Mr. Medley, this picture here No. 1, marked 
page 221 ~ by the witness near the crest of the hill, that is a 
point that passing a car there couldn't be ·done 
in safety, could it? 
A. I wouldn't say it would be safe on the crest of the hill, 
no, sir. 
Q. You wouldn't say it would be Rafe anywhere, so long as 
it was a double line, would you? 
A. Well, I wouldn't pa~s on a double line. 
Q. Don't you know as a police officer and a citizen .that is 
one of the most dangerous things a person can do f Tell the 
Court. 
A. I will agree with you they were put there for a purpO'se. 
You are _not supposed to pass. 
Q. One of the most dangerous things a person can do in 
driving these mountains. Tell the truth now. 
A. Yes, sir. 
By tbe Court: 
Q. Mr. Medley, are you any particular friend of Mr. 
Willis'? 
A. No, sir, I just know him. 
Q. Did anyone ask yon to observe the way he's been operat-
ing an automobile Y 
A. No, sir. 
page 222 ~ Q. So I understand your testimony is· simply 
based upon seeing him travelling the streets of 
the City of Roanoke while you were in performance of your 
duties. 
A. That's right. 
. · Q. You had no particular reason to watch him because of 
a request made of you or because you had any notice or knowl-
edge of his being a wild or reckless driver? . 
A. No, sir, the only thing I knew is that he had had an 
accident and I just naturally have noticed him. If I'd run 
up behind him, I'd notice to see if he did any reckless driv-
ing. · 
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By Mr. Tyler: . 
Q. When did you have notice of the fact he had an acci-
dent! 
A. After the one here in the city. This is the first time I 
have known about the one .in Pulaski County. I knew he had 
the accident up here in the southwest section. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. I believe there were big streamers in the paper when his 
permit was taken away? 
A. Yes, sir, after this last accident. 
RE-CROSS. EXAMINATION. 
B)~ Mr. Tyler: . 
Q. Do 1 understand you to say you observed Mr. ·wmis 
since the accident occu;rred in Roanoke during 
page 223 ~ April, 1948? You ~ave observed his driving since 
. then! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, now, what about before then? 
A. Well, I knew him before· then. 
Q. Did you observe his driving? 
A. Yes, sir, I have seen him drive on the streets. 
Q. You observe the driving habits of practically probably 
thousands and thousands of people, don't you 1 
A. Well, I see that many, if that is what you mean. I don't 
observe them all unless t11ey do ·something wro;ng. 
Q. Would you state to the Court·whether or not there was a 
stop sign at the intersection of Chapman and 12th? 
A. It was not. It hasn't ever been any there that I know 
of and it is not any there now. That is a right bad corner up 
.there. It is a blind corner any way you go until you get right 
at the intersection. · 
Bv the Court: 
· :Q. Isn't there a break in Chapman Avenue at that point; 
it doesn't cross directly across the side street, does it 1 
A. Yes, sir, directly. The break is down at 10th Street. 
This is at 12th. 
By Mr. Tyler: . 
Q. Let's see to which is it blind Y Is 12th Street the smaller ' 
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iof the two streets J Is 12th the ,narrower .of the two streets f 
· A. Yes, sir, I imagine 12th is .a little narrower 
page 224 t than Chapman. · , 
.Q. .A little narrower .. · 
A. Yes, sir,' I believe it is.. 
.(Witness excused.) 
Mr. Tyler: Counsel for. the Commonwealth obj:ects to tJ:ie 
testimony of this witness insofar as it is based on ,.any o~ 
:servation of the driving of Willis since August, 1948. 
B. J. WEBB, . 
.a witness · caned by and on· behalf of too ·Defendant, having 
.first been sworn, upon examination testifi~d .as. follows; 
DIRECT EXAl\:UN.ATION. 
By Mr. Scott-: 
Q. Please give us your full name, -and your occupation, 
Mr. Webb.· 
A. Directing traffic with tbe Traffic Department in . the 
,downtown are-a. 
Q. How long h-ave you been a pol~ce officer in the City of 
Roanoke? · · 
A. Since February 16, 1946. 
Q. Do your duties keep yon down in the business · section 
.a good deal of the time 7 
A~ Six days a week. 
Q. Do you have an opportunity to observe delivery vehicles 
which come and go in the· downtown areas? 
page 225 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have an opportunity to observe the· 
delivery of magazines by the Union News Company at the 
down town stands in the city Y ·· 
A. Y.es, sir. 
Q .. Who is the driver of that vehicle? 
A. Well, I know Mr. Willis from observing him. I know 
·some of the other drivers by face but I don't know their name. 
Q. How long have you been knowing Mr. WillisY 
· A. Well, I went with the Traffic Department June, 1946, 
-and I was assigned to the traffic car. I stayed on it for four 
years on up to December, 1950~ the first of December. From. . 
the~, on up to the present date I was downtown on the corner. 
·Supreme· Court o( ~ppeats or Virginia, 
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· ·Q. Did·you say that Union News truck driven by him is om 
the streets practically every day l , 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you had an opportunity to observe his. conduct in 
driving that! 
A. Yes, sir.. . · 
Q. This Court is interested in whether or not be drives his 
vehicle in such a manner that he is a menace to public on the: 
highway. Have you seen anything in the operation of his. 
motor vehicle which would indie.ate that he would have to be. 
taken off the highway for the safety of others t 
· A. I have never had occasion or reason to ob-
pag·e 226 ~ serve him to the extent that would justify me to 
. summo;is hiµi to Court for any traffic violation .. 
1 see him. every.-d~y... · 
" By the Court : ·. · .-
Q. You would summon him if you saw him violate one of 
the traffic ordinances, would you not? 
A. As a police officer, I would. 
Q .. You are still on the traffic force concerned with public: 
safety in Roanoke, are you not t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is your duty. 
A. Director of Traffic. 
Mr. Tyler: I make ·the same objection to this testimony as. 
I did before.. Part of the testimony concerning Willis' driv-
ing has been since August, 1948, and should not be considered 
by the Court.. 
The Court: I am going· to adhere to my previous. ruling. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Do you lmow whether- :M:r. Willis has ever been arrested 
for speedingf 
A. No, I have no knowledge of his past record as to viola-
tions of anv nature otller than when this occurred. "re never· 
- had any conversation as fo that nature. 
page 227 } Q. All you can state to the Court is you nave· 
observed him downtown . and have not arrested 
him. 
A .. You observe different people throug·hout tl1e day and 
don't enter into contro·versy as to their past record. I see 
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people every day I am familiar with and know by name by 
now, but as to past driving experience and records as to vio-
lations, I don't know about that. 
(Witness excused.) 
W. T. _CROZIER~ 
a witness called by and on behalf of the Defendant, hav:ing 
:first been sworn, upon examination testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scott: ., 
Q. You are a Traffic Officer i'n the City of Roanoke Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been working traffic here Y 
A. Working traffic six years. 
Q. How long have you been on the force? 
A. Ten years. 
Q. Do you work traffic buth downtown and out in the 
suburbsY 
A. Yes, sir, I have. 
Q. How long have you known Mr. Willis by sight? 
A. I'd say I have known Mr. Willis £or the past 14 years 
before I entered the Police Department. 
page 228 ~ Q. You all have been particularly close or inti-
mate friends? 
A. No, sir, just knew him and went to school.with him. 
Q. You work six days a week Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you had frequent opportunity to see Mr. Willis 
operating his delivery truck in the daytime and his automo-
bile sometimes after work¥ 
A. Yes, sir, more so the truck the delivers in than I do at 
nig·ht. I worked more daylig:ht than I have been out at night. 
Q. We are interested in hearing whether or not he is such 
a reprehensible driver- be ong·ht to be taken off the road. Can 
you give the Court an idea of what kind of driver he is? 
A. Well, from working traffic downtown, I observe the 
drivers tllat we have. I would say Mr. Willis' driving conduct 
and his obedience to traffic rules fa just a little above the 
average, of what you see in the downtown section. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. ·Tyler: Same objection to this testimony as was made 
to that of the preceding witness. ' 
By Mr. Tyler: . 
Q. How long did you say you had been on the Police Force, 
Mr. Crozier T · 
A. Lacking a short while of being ten years. 
page 229} Q. How long have you actually observed Mr. 
Willis? I didn't catch that. Have you observed 
him since August, 1948, or before, or both Y 
A. It would have been both before and after. 
Q. Did you work in traffic before August, 1948 Y 
A. I went on traffic in 1946. 
(Witness excused.) 
J. L. BRINKLEY, 
a witness called by and on behalf of the Defendant., having 
first been sworn, upon examination testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. Mr. Briµkley, I believe you are a locomotive engineer 
on the Norfolk and ,v estern t 
'A. Virginian. , 
Q. Mr. Brinkley, how long liave you known the Willis boy? 
A. About five vears. 
Q. Have you driven with him or had an opportunity to ob-
serve his driving?. · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you observf'd anything in his way of driving, his 
attitude towards motorists, which would indicate that he is an 
unsafe driver on the roads? 
A. No, sir. · 
page 230 } Q. ·whnt has been your observation of his man-
ner of driving? , 
A. Well, I think he is a very safe driver. I had a daug-hter 
killed in February of this year on Franklin Road and I am 
~ure if I didn't think he was a f::afe driver, T wouldn't permit 
my family to ride a round with l1im. 
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· Mr. Tyler·: We object to this testimony for the .same rea-
son as the testimony of preceding, witnesses. 
The Court: Sam:e ruling by the Court. 
(No questions on cross examination.) 
(Witnes.s excused.) 
FRED J. F _t\.RRIS, 
:a witness having been called on behalf of the D.efendant, hav-
ing first boon sworn, upon examination testified a.s follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scot(: 
Q. Where do you work, Mr. Farris T 
A. Norfolk & ·western.. 
Q. How long have you known the Willis boyt 
A. I have known him before I went in the service very 
'Slightly around '42, but more so after I ·got out in '46, about 
nve years. . 
Q. Are you all pretty good friends? 
A. Very good. .. . 
·page 231 } Q. Do you ever ride in an automobile with him T 
A. Yes, sir, approximately-Not too much up 
to '48, say after '48 it's been sometimes as much as three or 
four times a week. I mean that is at night. · 
Q. After he is not nn duty. 
A. I don't have a car of my own and I don't have.a permit 
'SO I don't drive. 
Q. Do you· all double date Y 
· A. In other words., we double date two different parties, 
llnd so forth. ' t 
Q. Have you bad an opportunity to ob8erve his drivin~Y 
A. Very much so. Usually he will come over and pick me 
up and then pick up our dates and go wherever we decide 
to go. · 
Q. This Court is particularly interested in .knowing what 
kind of driver he is, whether or not .he is a potentially safe 
driver or potentially unsafe dr.iver, a menace to people on the 
highway. 
A. My personal opinion, I t11ink .he is a very safe driver, 
because in 1941 I wa~ in an automobile wreck with several 
other boys while still in school, and. the car turned over, and 
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since then, if they get above a certain limit, I am always 
screaming and yelling for them ta slow down. I don't like 
careless and reckless driving. 
page 232 ~ Q.. Have you had to do any screaming. and hol-
lering at Mr. Willis! 
A .. No, I have ,not. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr .. Tyler: 
Q. E;ave you observed Mr. Willis' driving before August,, 
1948! .. 
A. Just at different times that I rode with him in '48 .. It 
was m01~e recent we became better acquainted. 
Mr. Tyle.r: We object to the testimony of this witness for 
the same reasons givcm for preYious witnesses concerning the: 
driving of Willis after August, 1948 .. 
(Witness excused.) 
JAMES EDv.VARD WILLIS, 
the Defendant, haying first been swom, upon examination 
testified as fallows: 
DIRECT EXA!llNATION. 
By Mr. Scott : 
Q. Mr. Willis, how old are you f 
A. 27. 
Q. How long have you been driving an automobiier 
A. Since I was 16. 
Q. Who do yo1.1 drive for nowt 
A. American News Company. 
Q. How many days a weelt are you on tlle roadf 
A. Seven. · 
page 233 ~ Q. Do your duties carry yon over tlle streets of 
Roanoke? 
A. Yes, sir, every day. 
Q. Prior to the latter part of 1950 and from 1943., had you 
clrive~ Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays in PulaRki County t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was Route 11. on your route t 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Did you tra\7el that thirty-some miles through Pulaski 
County twice those days? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you also travel that 18 .. mile side road from Radford 
to Dublin? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. During all the times you were driving throng}?. Pulaski 
County, have you ever had any wrecks f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Willis, on March 14, 194-7, you were accused of a 
traffic violation in Pulaski Countv. "\Vere vou ever handed 
any warrant! · · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. W era you ever arrested f 
A. No, sir. 
page 234 ~ Q. Did yon go down to the Trial Justice Court 
that morning· and an officer met you down there Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did they fine you $10.001 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. What was the fine for T 
A. Deputy Ratcliffe said I passed him and crossed a double 
line. 
Q. Do you remember where you passed Mr. Ratcliffe 1 
A. Very clearly, sir. · 
Q. Was that the point indicated on either of those pictures 
there? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I want you to te.11 the Court just whore you dicl' pass his 
car and what he was doing- at the time. 
A. Well, when I passed his car, I was way this side of this 
exhibit here, No. 5. · 
Q. It does not appear in either of the nietures? 
A. No, sir, and when I approached this Mr. Ratcliffe,· be 
was in his car and was proceE'dinsr a1ong very slow speed, and 
I was driving the International Truck. which is a ton and a 
half truck., and it was fully loaded. I had m:v whole load on; 
and as I ~at behind Mr. Ratcliffe, I thought maybe 
page 235 ~ it was some motorhit having· trouble, going 15 
miles nn hour, npproximatel:v.. These truC'ks have 
got four forward J?ears. I t!eared mY truck down in second 
?:ear and proceede.<1 around him. which if anybody has driven 
an International Truck they know you can't get them at the 
most over 20 miles an l1our in second g~ar. 
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Q. Was there any other traffic coming in the other direc-
tion! 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. How far down the highway could yon see? . 
A. Well, sir, I could see down the highway to the top of 
the hill. · 
Q. Did you· cut back across in front of him or slow· him 
up or endanger him in any_ way1 
A. No, sir. I blew my hQrn at him. . , 
Q. How far down the road had you gone before he arrested 
youY · · . 
A. He followed me over to where the dual highway is. That 
is where he stopped me. That is approximately five miles. 
It is between three to five miles, I can't say definitely. 
Q. With ieference to the new road which now goes to Rad-
ford in place of the old one in the picture, where did the acci-
dent happen, on the Roanoke side of that or Pulaski side f 
A. It was, I'd say, just after I passed this new road. 
Q. Well, is that a straight stretch of highway 
page 236 ~ or crooked ? , 
A. It is straight, as well as I remember. 
Q. Any unusua 1 dips in there you can't see over Y 
A. Yes, sir, there is one cl~se to the top of the hill there, 
but I still contend vou can see a man if vou stood at the bot-
tom of the hill. • · · 
Q. Where you were were there any dips there you couldn't 
see? · 
A. There is one curve to the left. I passed the man before 
I got to that curve. 
Q. Did you bear over on your right-hand side Y 
A. That's right. · , 
Q. How long had you gone behind him when he was driving 
along at 15 miles an bond · 
A. Well, g·earing the truck down, you have got a load on 
the truck, and yon can't stop momentarily, and naturally you 
take precautions. If a man or somebody stops like that, you 
now the thing you get into. so I went around him. I guess · 
it must have been three or four mintes, two pr three minutes,. 
I reckon, or something like that. 
Q. Mr. Willis, if the Coiut decides he should hear anv evi-
dence about this inter~ection case up here in Roa~ 
page 237 ~ n~ke, were _you drinking the night that happened Y 
A. No, sir. . 
· Q. Do you drink at all Y 
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· A. No, sir. . 
, Q.· You have heard the eA'J)lanation of the other driver, 
about that intersection accident. Did you see his car before 
it came in.to the intersection Y 
A. Yes, sir, I seen it enough to do like the man said, apply 
my brakes, and I tried to avoid it but the man kept coming, 
so we just hit, that's all. 
Q. Were you driving at any unusual or reckless rate of 
~ood? · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It ·was something said about damage to your automo-
bile. What were the damages? 
A. I fixed my car myself. I'd say $10.00. 
Q. Did the other party fix his car Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you ever been called on by anybody to pay any 
more? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Willis, did yo!l receive a safety award for driving? 
A. Yes. sir. , 
page 238} Q. W"hat was that fort , . 
. A. It is for a man that hasn't had an accident-
Royal' Indemnity Immrane.e Company issues these to the em- · 
ployees of the company for a man having good driving merits. , 
If a man so much as brushes a fender, it would automatically 
take him back to one year. I have five years. , 
Q. Since yon were in: Traffic Court here in Roanoke the 
'Spring of 1948, have you h~d any traffic violation and been 
:sunu;noned to Court, had a fine or been in any trouble at alU 
A. No, sir. . · · 
Q. You had a perfect driving record ever since that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Tyler: V..7 e object to that. 
By Mr; Scot: · 
Q,. Have you been on the road just as much as you were 
before? 
A. Yes, sir. 
· . Q. The~e police officers you summoned here, were they par-
ticular friends or yours, or people you .. saw you down the. 
street? 
A. Just ordin~ry people who see me every day .. 
Q. Take the w1 tness. 
pag~ 239 f 
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CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
, 
By Mr. Tylei.': · . 
Q. You stated Mr. Ratcliffe was going slowly in front of' 
you when you. passed .him outsid~ of Radford Mareh 14, 1947 .. 
Do you know why he was going slow! 
A. I have a good idea, sir .. 
Q., ·what was it for! 
A. He was conversing with someone in his automobile talk.,. 
ing backwards and forwards. · 
Q~ Y Otl didn ~t UQtice any car in front of him t 
A. It wasn't anyone. 
Q. Y01i didn't .'~tice. the truck? 
A. Didn't see ·a truck. 
Q. He is wrong when be states there was a truck in front 
of him1 · · · 
A. Definitely so. · 
Q. You went around this car in low gear, I believe you 
stated .. 
A. Second gear. 
Q. Yon passed him where the road is marked with double 
lines,. fa that correotr 
A.· This particular morning this thing ha.ppened, it was: 
March, and everybody knows what 'kind of weather we have· 
in Ma1·ch. This partionlar morning it had been 
page 240 ~ raining all night long the nig·ht before. When I 
left Roanoke, it was pouring down, Dirt and an 
Idnds · of berries were over tbe road. I didn't pay any atten-
tion, to tell you the truth, whether it was a double line or not .. 
1 could see straight enough and far enough, a.nd where be-
said I was when he stopped me, it was five miles., so I don't 
know whether I was on a double line or not. 
Q. You plead gnilty, of conrse, to the charge f 
A. Yes,· sir. 
Q. Now you stated yon were not drinking on tiie night of 
April 2, 1948, when you lrnd mat accident in Roanoke. 
A. Yes; sir. 
Q. So, the officer iR wrong wlrnn he states that he smelt 
whiskey on your breath. 
A. Yes, sir. He asked me if I llad been drinkin~. I told 
}lim . definitely not. He said, ''We II, the other fellow Tooks-
like he has." I said, "Yon are more familiar with that kind 
of stuff than I am.''· · 
Q. He is wrong then whPn he states that. Did you say you 
_ didn't know there was a double· line outside Puiaski f 
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A. No, I didn't know it was. . 
Q. When you came back that day to Roanoke, did you ob-
serve it then Y · 
page 241 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It was a double line there then t 
A. From where he stopped me at, I mean, when I went 
around him, like any truck driver travels the road, he couldn't 
pay any attention to a particular spot like a man who doesn't 
travel it verv often. 
Q. Well, f want to ask you whether or not, Mr. Willis,. you 
were convicted in the Police Court of the City of Roanoke 
for speeding· on February 22, 1944. 
Mr. Scott: I am objecting to all that. 
The Court: I will take the matter under advisement. Let 
him answer. 
By Mr. Tyler: 
Q. Do you recall that Y 
A. I recall being in Police Court; yes, sir. 
Q. You were fined a small fine, $5.00, is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. He told me I had violated the right of way 
acts. He didn't specify no one certa-in thing as to reckless 
driving. 
Q. ,v ell, according to the abstract of the· conviction I hold 
in iny hand, which I will offer in evidence, you were found 
guilty of speeding. ,v ere you charged with reckless driv-
ing? 
A. Speeding. 
page 242 } Mr. Tyler: ,v e file in evidence an abstract of 
conviction of James E. Willis, 1606 Kenwood 
Blvd., Roanoke, showing conviction of speeding on February . 
22, 1944, in the Civil and Police Court of Roanoke City. This 
will be "Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 10." And we wish to ,file ab~ 
stract of conviction of ,James E. Willis, which will be "Plain-
tiff's Exhibit No. 11 ", showing· conviction in the Civil ancl 
Police Court of Roanoke City of speeding on May 27, 1944. 
Q. Were you ever fined in the Juvenile Court for speeding·? 
A. Never been in Juvenile Court. 
Q. Do you recall having an accident some time during Sep-
tember., 1946, in which your insurance carrier paid damages 
of $19.00? · 
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Mr. Scott:· I am objecting to it. 
The Witness: I think that was when I was at the football 
game and'parked and backed into :a fellow. · That is the acci-
dent ; I am pretty sure it is. 
, Q. Do you recall your insurance carrier paying a claim 
of some $14.00 on or about January 17, 1948? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
· Q. What was that about, clo. you know? 
A. This was a man's car that lived next door to this girl 
I, was dating·, and when I aimed to come out, I struck his left 
rear fender and it happened to be, if I am not 
page 243 } mistaken, a Buick, and it didn't do too much dam-
age, but it was pretty costly. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Scott: 
Q. In other words, your Insurance Company, over all the 
time you have been driving, paid out approximately $30.00 in 
damag~s for you. 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. One of them occurred at a football game. 
A. Yes, sir. · .. 
Q. What football game was tl1at, do you remember? 
A. It was between my High Scho~l, Jefferson High, and I 
don't remember what school was playing. I know it was one 
of our own schools. 
Q. Was it while you were going in or comine: out? 
A. While coming out . .... 
Q. What were the circumstances· existing· at the time you 
,were coming out and this happened? 
A. Well, I don't know how many cars could have been in 
this place, but I was parked this way and the car was coming 
this way behind me,, and, of cou.rse, the ca rs were so close to-
gether, well, it was just one of those things. I wasn't the 
. only one out there bumped a fender. 
page 244 } · Q. The usual after the football game push that 
. this thing happened¥ . 
A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. Mr. Willis, he is going all the way back to February 22, 
1944, to the $5.00 fine for speeding. Was anybody. htJrt at 
that time? · · 
A. No, sir.' 
Q. Was there any. property damage to anybody f 
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A. No, sir. , 
Q. Was it any particularly dangerous place J 
A. No, sir. · _ 
Q. Do you remember where it occurred? 
A. Yes, sir, I think it occurred on Melrose Aven~e, if I am. 
not mistaken. No, it wasn't Melrose ; it w.as Orange Avenue, 
I believe it· was. , . · 
Q. Then here you have got another $5.00 fine May 27, the 
same year, 1944. Do you remember that one Y 
. A. ·Yes, sir, I remember that one very well. That 'Yas com-
ing down Brandon Road. · · 
Q. You were not charged with any reckless driving at that 
time? · _ 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. What speed were you making on that occasion! 
A. I think I was doing around· 35 miles an hour in a 25 mile 
an hour zone. · . 
:page 24Q} Q. ,v.as that one of those zones in Roanoke we 
don't know whether it is 25 or 35 mile yet f _ 
A. It could be, sir. . It is out there next to W. D. B. J, 
Towers, along there. . 
Q. Mr. Willis., he has a~ked you about. pl~ad\ng. guilty to 
reckless driving· in Pulaski. Was .it understood .before you 
~ntered that plea, if yon did plead guilty, you would not have 
i:o come back and stand trial and could pay a fine of $10.00? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Was it convenient for you to come back at the time they 
suggested you come back Y 
A. No, sir, I was working 70 hours a week. 
Q. They told you if you'd pay $10.00 fine, they'd let you 
go? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you paid it. 
A. Yes, sir. 
·Q. That's all. 
RR-CROS'S EXAMINATION. 
Q. You don't mean to insinuate here that the Judge there 
made a bargain with you before you entered a plea of guiltyT 
A. No, sir. · · . 
Q. Now, M:r. Willis, in your testimony before 
page 246 } Mr. Jamison, the Hearing Officer~ January 21, 
1948, you were asked concerning the Pulaski con-
viction this question! ~ 'How did you happen to receive that 
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conviction °l Answer : I drive for the American News Com-
pany, driving an International Truck, and was leaving Rad-
ford on my way to ,vytheville. I.was going up an incline. It 
was March and the weather was bad. This fellow was going 
about 15 miles an hour and I pulled around to get ahead of 
him. I was going about 20 miles an hour and had the truck 
in center gear. I went on and about a mile I was stopped, and 
didn't know why I was stopped. It was Deputy Sheriff said 
I had crossed a double line.· I went to Pulaski and asked 
several people there what I should do. They told me I should 
come that morning. or the next Friday, so I went that morn-
ing and he asked me if I crossed the double line, and I said,. 
yes." I ask you .whether that answer is correct that you 
gave. 
A. Well, that isn't exactly-Did you q'l1ote all of it there t 
Q. I quoted the whole answer to that particular question. 
A. Yes, I plead guilty. 
Q. At that time you stated yon were going up an incline i 
A. Yes, sir, incline all the way up . 
• 
·page 247 f 
• 
The Court: I say to yon gentlemen there are many interest-
ing legal questions raised in this case, but it is the Court's: 
opinion the evidence is not sufficient, from the . standpoint of' 
the Commonwealth, for the Court to suspend Mr. Willis' per-
mit to drive. Then there is no necessity of the Court passing·: 
upon the many legal questions raised. 
Mter listening to the evidence today and considering the-
evidence that was taken before the Commissioner, and realiz-
ing that it is the duty of this Court to become satisfied from 
the evidence that there is a necessity for the suspension of a 
permit to drive, it is my conclusion that the evidence does not 
satisfy me that there is any necessity that requires, for the-
safety of other people on the highways·, that this Court should 
suspend the driving permit, or take up, the automobile tags 
· issued to him. I see no necessity of my going into any f'nrther 
discussion about the evidence, but in view of Mr. Tyler·'s 
statement that he does not want this Court to go on record 
as holding that the crossing of double lines as you approach 
a hill is not a serious of-fence, I simply want to state for the 
record and for :M:r. Tyler's benefit that I realize that all laws 
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· are laws are pas~ed to be obeyed, and I also realize 
page 248 } that crossing double lines may, under certain cir-
cumstances, be most dangerous, but as far as this 
case is concerned., it was the duty of the Commonwe~th to 
show by proper evidence that the crossing of the white lines 
near Radford was, under the circu~stances, a reckless act 
under . the phraseology and the meaning of the l~ws of Vir-
ginia that are involved in this case. 
And, as I have said, after considering all the evidence, par-
ticularly th~ evidence here today, I am not satisfied from it 
that there is any necessity that Mr. Willis' permit· and tags 
should be taken away from him, and an order to that effect 
may be entered. 
• • • • 
pages 250 to 260 } Missing. 
• • • 
page 261 } Virginia : 
In the Hustings Court of the Citx of Roanoke, on the 28th · 
day of September, 195t. 
• • 
This cause came on this day to be heard upon the papers 
·for~erly read and upon the evidence heretofore introduced 
before Hearing Officer J amers6n and upon evidence · intro-
duced in open Court on this c1ay by both the Petitioner and 
on behalf of the Commonwealth of Virginia. · 
And it appearing to the Court from all proper evidence be-
fore it that the Commissioner has not carried the burden of 
proving that the suspension of Willit,;' permit is necessary_ 
for the safety of the public on the highways of this State., IT 
IS SO ADJUDGED, ORDERED AND DECREJED. And the 
order of suspension of August 12, 1948, of the Commissioner 
of Motor Vehicles, is declared null, void and of no e:ff ect. 
To which action of the Court the Commonwealth of Virginia 
by counsel duly objected and excepted for tl1e reason that the. 
same is contrary to the law and to the evidence1 and for other 
reasons appearing in the r~cord in this case. 
9/28/51. Enter. 
D.A.K. 
• * "" 
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• • • • • 
NOTICE OF· APPEAL AND ASSIHNMEN"TS OF ERROR. 
The plaintiff, Oomomnwealth of Virginia., appeals from the 
:fhial judgment of the Hustings Court, City of Roanoke, herein 
entered on the 28th day of September, 1951, whereby the 
Court entered judgment in favor of the . defendant and held . 
that the order of suspension entered on Aug'Ust 12, 1948, by . 
the Commissioner of the Division of Motor Vehicles suspend-
ing the driving privileges of James Edward Willis for a pe-
riod of two months is null and void and of no effect. 
· The plaintiff assigns as error the following actions of the 
Court: 
1. The refusal of the Court to permit the Commonwealth 
of Virginia to file a pleading, described as Supplemental An-
swer, specifying the exact charges made by the plaintiff 
against the defendant. Said Supplemental Answer being ten-
dered prior to May 3, 1950. 
2. The consideration by the Court, over the objection of the 
Commonwealth, of evidence concerning the driving record of 
,James Edward Willis subsequent to A ug'Ust l 2, 1948, the date 
on which the Commissioner entered the order of suspension, 
and using this evidence as a basis and reason for declaring 
the action of·the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles of Virginia 
in suspending the operating privileges of said Willis as null 
and void. 
3. The action of the Court in entering a judgment contrary 
to the law and the evidence. 
4. The failure of the Court to enter final judgment for the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, thereby .sustaining the action. of 
the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles in suspending the op-
erating privileges of James Edward Willis on August 12, 
1948. 
page 263} 
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Respectfully submitted., 
• 
D. GARDINER TYLER. JR., 
Counsel for the Plaintiff 
• • • 
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